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Editorial

T

his issue of Performanceconsists of 1!"70
main parts. The first four articles
have been produced in collaboration with the Whitechapel An Gallery,
London, and take the place of a catalogue for their recent exhibition 'Seven
Obsessions', featuring the work of Angela Bulloch, Chris Burden, Sophie Calle,
Melanie Counsell, Tim Head, Mark Thompson and Darrell Viner. There then
follows an in-depth account, printed both in the original French and in English
translation, of their own work by the Greek-born, Paris-based artists Maria
Klonaris and Katherina Thomadaki.
One of the main reasons for the Whitechapel's choosing to collaborate with a
magazine appearing after the event, rather than producing a conventional catalogue
before the event, was that over half the work in the 'Seven Obsessions' exhibition
- Bulloch's, Counsell's, Head's and Thompson's - was specially commissioned
for it. Only during and after the process of installation has the nature of the work
become clear. For its pan, Performanceis panicularly pleased to be associated
with this exhibition, since it reveals a close affinity of aim and a shared
understanding of at least one of the ways in which avant-garde an can most
usefully function.
If, in physical terms, the thread connecting the work in 'Seven Obsessions' is
that it can all to a greater or lesser extent be termed 'installation' work, this is not
the son of more narrowly conccptualist installation, typical of the late '60s and
early '70s, which confined itself to removing a floorboard here or altering a
skylight there. What such work achieved, more often than not in a spirit of quirky
tautology, was the enhancement of the viewer's awareness of the gallery space, and
perhaps by extension their understanding of the functioning of an as an area of
activity within our culture. 'Seven Obsessions', by contrast, goes much funher
than this. It presents seven windows, each precisely delineated by the artists'
individual sensibilities, through which can be glimpsed new perspectives onto the
present human and indeed planetary situation.
These views of reality are undoubtedly partial and limited. It is as if each artist
has deliberately screened out by far the greater pan of reality, in order to create
meaningful form out of the panicular aspect on which he or she has chosen - or
felt compelled - to concentrate. In this respect, for what it is wonh, the work is
perhaps typical of the present. For while it has always been inevitable that any one
person's view of reality is limited, by cultural as well as by individual factors, this
limitation has come to be far more emphasized in recent years; so that it would
appear out of place for an anist working now even to aspire to the universality
claimed by, say, Mondrian. But if this justifies the use of the word 'obsession',
this in no way relegates these anists' concerns to the category of the merely
private. However narrow the windows through which reality is viewed may
appear, the ramifications of the views which these afford are not only exceedingly
wide but of the greatest public relevance.

•
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One theme in particular runs through all the work in 'Seven Obsessions': a
concern with technology and / or ecology, that is to say with the relationship
between humanity and the non-human world, including both that which preexisted us and that which is of our own making. A note of anxiety is undoubtedly
present throughout, but it is not appropriate to speak of pessimism. Fears are
expressed -

Bulloch 's monitoring system, Head's supermarket prison and

Counsell's sense of pervasive pollution being only amongst the most obvious but there are also respects in which some of the work points towards new
possibilities for ecological harmony -

Thompson's bee-keeping or Viner's use

only of recycled or discarded materials. Perhaps the most elegant statement of
ambiguity is Burden's Medusa's Head: by showing the globe completely encrusted
in railway tracks, a nineteenth century ecological nightmare which never came to
pass, it points simultaneously to the fact that it is seldom the thing which we fear
that actually poses the problem in the end (but rather something quite unexpected)
and to the way in which our fears can induce paral ysis.
One of the most encouraging developments of the last decade has been the
coming in of ecological thinking from the fringes into the mainstream of political
debate. The assumption, until recently common to both right and left, that the
increased production of material wealth is in itself desirable -

whoever may own

the means of production and however the wealth may be distributed -

has at long

last been seriousl y questioned. The predominant perspectiv es still remain,
however, essentially practical, merely a matter of making external adju stments in
the face of newly perceived necessity . The terms of debate need to be taken on yet
a further stage: to take due account of that dimension which, according to one's
ideological preferences, one might refer to as spiritual , psychological or subjective.

It is precisely in relation to this dimension that a massive contribution can be made
by avant-garde art.

In particular, the extent to which the development of technology is itself a
manifestation of a certain state of the human spirit -

as pointed to in very

different ways by, amongst oth ers, William Blake and Martin Heidegger -

needs

to be far more fully taken on board. There is of course a considerable strain within
feminist thinking which links an exploitative attitude to wards th e world in genera l,
arguably characteristic of mod ern science and techn ology, directly to masculin e
domination: social domination of women by men, intrapsyschic domination of a
'feminine principle' by a 'masculine' one, or both . And while there is a great
danger of oversimplification, a dan ger which has not been avoided for example by
many who have latched onto the concept of Gaia, the need for a better
understanding of th e comp lex interactions between the psychological, sociological
and ecological domains, certainly includin g an understanding of the part played by
gender, is of paramount importanc e.
Throughout their career of wo rking together, Maria Klonaris and Katherina
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Thomadaki have consistently explored these interactions with the greatest subtlety
and sophistication. Despite their considerable success on the European continent,
and their exposure at such venues as the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, their
work is still almost unknown in Britain. Performance is therefore particularly
proud to be publishing their own extensive account of their oeuvre to date.
While many of Klonaris and Thomadaki's concerns exploration of the symbolism of angels -

notably their recent

may seem to some people to be so

esoteric as to have no conceivable relevance to the present human or planetary
predicament, a careful and sensitive reading reveals that this is not at all the case.
They are not, furthermore, alone in their interest in angels. Alice Aycock's
sculpture points, for example, to the psychological and historical links between the
aspirations manifested in the notion of angels and the aspirations manifested in the
scientific comprehension of the universe; most specifically, in the invention of
aeroplanes and space rockets. Nor should one forget the centrality of the image of
the angel in Rainer Maria Rilke's poetry -

the indirect yet fundamental relevance

of which to an understanding of technology and ecology is brought out by
Heidegger.

It is clear that art cannot provide any answers. But, by provoking certain
associations -

inevitably somewhat different in every member of its audience -

it

can create the opportunity for new, unexpected and more accurate perceptions of
the world. Both the work in 'Seven Obsessions' and that of Klonaris and
Thomadaki have plenty to offer in this respect. One of the most encouraging
features of 'Seven Obsessions', apart from its high attendance figures, was the
amount of public discussion which it elicited about a wide range of subjects other
than art. That the work of Klonaris and Thomadaki naturally leads out of itself
into a richer engagement with life, at both an individual and a social level, is
apparent immediately upon encountering it.
The conception of artists, if they are any good, as being the antennae of society
is not as outmoded as many cynics maintain; the problem, of course, is that
society does not at present make use of these antennae. This is best combatted,
however, not by producing ever more abstruse theoretical explanations of art's
supposed impotence, but by creatively following up the questions raised within the
art itself, in such a way that their relevance and potential usefulness are fully
realized.

Gray Watson
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Liz Brooks

THE SPIRIT
HIVE

OF THE

Mark Thompson's Invocations

Mark Thompson, Invocation s, 1990,
int e rior vi ew . (Photo J e re my
Young)
Mark Thompson , Invocations, 1990 ,
ex terior v iew. (Pho to Jeremy
You ng)
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'I try to cut things right to the bone, to be as lean as I can and still have
content. '

(Mark Thompson)

M

ark Thomp son 's In v ocations is addr essed to the senses and the

intuition , not the int ellect. The experience is of someth ing perfectl y

clean, whole so me and mysteriou s. It will not yield to a linear

tr aversal, but demand s a slow, medit ative to ur , ho min g in from th e mantric hum
of the bees and the wa rm scent and amb er light emanatin g fro m th e wax edifice, to
the spare myt h inside: a flow of bees to and from the skeleto n of a bull , a drift of
pollen on an empty chair. To enfor ce this qualit y of attention, the original plan
envisaged a dark sealed ro om, illumin ated only by a muted light from th e inn er
chamb er, with con cealed speake rs addin g a secon d layer of sound : th e unearthl y
whoo ps and cries of a Yugos lavian anim al-calling ritu al.
T homp son invo kes a viscera l, non-mediate d relationship w ith natur e, lost with
indu striali zation, and no w lying buried ben eath an accretion of repr esent ations,
which it has required 'an almost freakish level of commitment ' on th e part of th e
artist to br eak th ro ugh. Th e pro ject began in th e Ca lifornia of th e early '70s, a
we llsprin g for ecological ideas: it has surfa ced in a climate where 'nat ure' is
handled gingerly betwee n the calipers of scare -qu otes : persisting as a rhetorical
weapon in th e green revolut ion , but at th e same tim e thr eatened by deco nstru ction
as an ideological chim era. Within thi s co nt ext, Thomp so n' s projects could seem
like the ultimat e in 'Po st-Na ture ' side-show s, with the honeybees as the exotic
denizens of a beleagur ed fifth wo rld , served up fo r the delectation of the urb an
tourist. T homp son believes the clean sensual addr ess and palpable comm itment of
his wo rk can cut throu gh such misreadin gs :

'If th e materials are allowe d to sing out, they will have a presence th at
yo u feel in a different way: th e commitm ent th at we nt int o this wo rk, t_he
level of engagement will come th ro ugh. And th en -

maybe thro ugh an

articl e read a yea r later, may be throu gh more in-d epth research -

extr a

laye rs w ill emerge, in a way th at fleshes out the experience. '

It is in keeping with th e spirit of th e thing th at this 'fleshing out ' dema nd s
commitm ent on th e part of th e onloo ker. Th omp son passes as lightl y thro ugh th e
wo rld as th e honeybees which have led his investigations th ro ugh the last
sevent een years, leaving few traces, record s or per mament landm ar ks. So it seems
perti nent here to piece toget her a schematic history of his wo rk as it develops fro m
science to myth , fro m physics to metap hysics.
Th omp son started out as a lone invent or in th e 19th centu ry mould, winnin g
pri zes at th e age of sixteen fo r his invention of a biological fuel cell. H e emb ark ed

Mark Thompson , Invocations , 1990 ,
view of w o rk being in stalled at th e
W hitec hapel Art Gall ery .
(Phot o Jo ao Ouin t in o)
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on a degree in electrical engineering, but was frustrated by the collaborative nature
of contemporary

science, and transferred to the art BA at Berkeley in 1970. His

early explorations of natural cycles in the landscape retained the investigative,
enquiring focus of scientific experiments. They were entirely solitary and personal,
with a sculptural rather than performance bias, in the manner of Richard Long's
ruminative walks. In one such experiment, with a lyrical period feel, he hiked to a
quiet forest, where he stripped naked, drenched himself in honey, and lay in the
grass, as human banquet for the butterflies and bees. The experiment failed only a few flies came to sip the honey Mark Thompson, Invocations, 1990,
view of work being installed at the
Whitechapel Art Gallery.
(Photo Joao Ouintino)

so he read up on honeybees, and,

fascinated by their life-cycle, began to work directly with the hive . After further
research he started work on a film, Immersion, (still 'in progress'), which involved
a head-to-waist covering in bees.
In 1974, while Thompson was working on Immersion, Joseph Beuys was in
New York, sharing space with a wild coyote at the Rene Block Gallery. Three
years earlier, Chris Burden had had a friend shoot him through the arm, and the
year before had been arrested during the notorious performance of Deadman
where he lay in the middle of a Los Angeles boulevard, clad in a canvas sack.
Thompson shares with Beuys and Burden the impulse to blow away the sediment
of representations,

and reconnect with the physical world in a dramatic and risky

way. But the social space Beuys and Burden explored lies at the other end of the
telescope from the atomistic focus of Immersion.
A pure blue sky fills the opening frames, traversed by the flight-path of a single
honeybee; over a period the sky is blotted out by the accruing swarm. As the
bee-ratio intensifies, the camera speed slows from 24 frames per second (arbitrarily
representing 'human time') down to 2 frames per second, so that the bees, which
had begun as material particles, gradually dissolve into an intensely viscious weave
of lines, a macrocosmic energy field.
Analogous to a 'quantum leap' in energy levels, the pace abruptly shoots up to
150 frames per second -

a dance-like space, into which Thompson's head gently

emerges. With the switch to a human point of view, the speed returns to 'human
time' and, over the next 45 minutes, 40,000 or so bees gradually fall from the
space to settle over Thompson's

head and torso, culminating in the final image of a

dark, fermenting silhouette against a clear sky.
Both a scientific study of bee space-time and a meditative act of communion,
Immersion has an obviously sensational side, appealing to the media, which likes
to cast Thompson in the light of a latter-day snake charmer. After this work he
began to explore ways to share his work more in tune with its spirit, inspired by
the highly adaptive way that the hive interacts with its environment.
In 1977 he undertook his first city exploration project, for the San Francisco Art
Institute. In th ese projects, Thompson uses the honeybees as a compass to orient
himself in a city : by deciphering their complicated dance-language, he is able to
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follow them on their forages. Along the way a new mental map of the city is
evolved, similar to the kind the bees them selves wo uld be forming, and chance
encounters and disc overing generat e an entirel y fresh impr ession of the city and its
people. This provide s him with mat erial for the subsequent installation and
performance s, which typicall y centre on the figure-of-eight, circle and waggle-tail
dances of the bees.
At the phil oso phical heart of these city explorations is an analogy betwee n the
bees' for aging activities and human language. A bee brin ging nectar back to the
hive begins the proce ss of tr ansfo rmin g it with its ow n enzymes; the product is
then passed along from mouth to mouth by the bees, each of which adds its own
enzymes and in th e process th e nectar is slowl y tran sformed into hone y or wax;
along th e food exchange chain the nectar picks up the pheromones of the queen,
so with the exchange of food, each bee is at the same time inform ed of her
we lfare . Thomp so n sees thi s as analogous to th e way in which language is passed
from mouth to mouth, each member of the linguisti c communit y leaving his or her
mark and contributing to an elaborate architecture of wo rds, the human equi valent
of the hone y bees' combs.
The most dramatic and fully realized city exploration to dat e took place in
Berlin in 1989 as part of 'Reso urce Kunst'. The Ki.instlerhaus Bethani en, located in
a 19t h centur y psychiatric institution borderin g the Berlin wall, was the site for A

H ouse Di v ided, which united the city-exp loratio n with the imm ersion aspect of
Thompson' s work. Using a 19th century bee-huntin g box, he located a suitable
hive nearb y and tran sferr ed it to a glass imm ersion chamber in the gallery, from
wh ich the bees cou ld pass in and out to forage in a two mile radius, str addlin g
both sides of the wal l. Wa x from East Berl in was smuggled across th e border by
variou s subt erfuges, at one po int involving a nerve -w racking detention at
C heckpoint C harlie, where Thompson had to concoct a convincing explana tion for
his ruck sack full of beeswa x.
Once amassed, th e wax from East and West was blended together to fill a pair
of hu ge arc hed windows in the space. Unexpected variations in its colour and
con sistenc y gave the wind ows th e dramatic effect of sulphurou s cloud-paint ings;
Thompson accepted this as expr essing the frenetic nature of the city and th e
project. W hen the insta llatio n opened, Thomp son wo uld spen d two to thr ee hours
every morning with his head imm ersed in the glass hive, meditatin g on th e new
waxen city whic h the bees were founding .
The Berlin project mark s a new mythic dim ension to Thomson's projects, more
full y evident in the / diot Boy installation earlier this year, which was based on a
letter in G ilbert White' s Natural Histor y of Selbourne, relating the story of a loca l
simp leton obsessed with bees and wasps, who 'died before arr iving at manhood ' .
Mark Thompson, A House Divided,
1989. W est Berlin .

The bo y repre sent s th e creativ e-obsess ive in everyo ne wh ich is killed by the
pre ssur es to co nform in adulth ood.
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At the same time as he undertook thes e mythic projects, Thompson was refinin g
the formal proposition at their heart in the site-s pecific install ations Tidal Well
(1987) and Springhouse (1989). These works pr esent simple arc hit ectura l spaces,
invaded by the regenerative force of nature, her e in the guise of water, rather than
hone ybees. Tidal Well, which still stands on the site, is a small boat-house
constructed on the water's edge, with a floor which slopes down into the water,
and a slit window giving across the bay . The interior is lined with copper, magical
and luminous as beeswax, which is graduall y oxidized by moi sture to recor d both
the marks of high tide and the imprint s of variou s human and animal visitors.
Springhouse, made for the Artpark in New York, involved the reconstruc tion of a

defunct pump-house on the edge of the Niagara River. The door s and windows
were sealed with copper sheets and a small stream diverted into the interior, fillin g
the hou se with water which sluiced out over the narrow gaps betw een cop per
linin g and waits, and per colated throu gh th e chim ney to cascade off the roof,
cove rin g the structure in a shimmering fluid film, a minim al visual echo of th e
powerful Niagara Falls glimpsed in the distance .
In contrast with these spare chambers of light , the 1990 installati on of the First
Tyne International , Ri vers of Fire, involved an almost theatri cal elaborat ion,
perh aps suggested by the Dickensian character of the building -

a disused 1840's

whisk y stilt on the banks of the Tyne. Thompson filled the empty warehouse
space with oak distilling casks and other detritu s of defunct indu str y. The smell of
beeswax , together with a dist ant buzzing nois e and muted light-sou rce, drew the
visitor upstairs to the loadin g bays, whose wind ows were blo cked off with wax,
broken by an irr egular apertu re through which th e bees passed freely in between
th e river and their hive. On a heavy carpent er's bench by one window, amid
abandoned tools and wax shavings, stood an un finished ark -like structure formed
with the spine of a small animal radiating waxen ribs. From her e the visitor
followed the sight line of bees to a small antechamber where they passed in and
out of the mouth of a hum an skeleton, shrouded in a mu slin sheet.
The polarization bet ween the hives as regenerative force and hum an mortality
entered Thompson's work with Id iot Boy, and traces of a hum an or animal death
have oddly coincid ed with tho se works from which Thompson has withdrawn as
an active performer, takin g th e diffident role of careta ker for the hives. The sto ry
he imagined for the Tyne insta llation is th at of an old caretaker, rendered
redundant by the expiry of the river as a concourse, who has sealed himself off to
die, leaving an ambig uous symbo l of a new covenant between man and the natural
wo rld; while his corpse, regenerated by the hive of bees, suggests the prim itive
myth of metamorpho sis, in which the soul passes from the body in the form of a
swarm .
A vers ion of this myth provided the spr ingboard for th e Whitech apel installation
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bee myth', as it is known, seems to have originated in

ancient Egypt. Virgil recounts a later version in the Georgics, with a recipe for
generating a new hive from the body of a bull. The bull is taken to a sealed room,
strewn with herbs and beaten to death, taking care not to break the skin. Its
orifices are then stopped with herbs and wax, and the room completely sealed .
After two weeks, a fresh hive of bees will miraculously emerge from the carcass.
For Thompson,

the hive, as the model of a perfect symbiotic relationship with

nature, emerging from the remains of the old order, stands at the inception of a
new mythology.
The problems introduced by this use of myth are largely aesthetic ones: an
ambivalence and slippage of meaning in the recent installations that has troubled
their reception; the incipient cluttering of a Shaker-like purity of expression. But
at the same time the conceptual difficulties in Thompson's
nature -

nature as benevolent, harmonious, balanced -

romantic vision of
slip away when that

vision is expressly upheld as an idealization, a poetic torch to light the way into
the next century. In this, Thompson is following the ideas of the mythologist
Joseph Campbell, who has written of the need for scientists and artists to come
together in generating a new mythology. For Thompson, the perennial scientificphilosophical fascination of honeybees is as good a point as any from which to
start:
'Traditional myths, the myths that grew out of Christianity in the last 2000
years, have lost their viability in the last part of the 20th century, and new models
have had to take their place. I think we're in the period of model-making, of
myth-making.

It's no longer a question of the boat looking for the shore: we are

the shore and that is the new order. We have screwed up what were beautiful,
self-sustaining systems and the solution lies with us. I hope these works suggest
other ways of looking at nature, other relationships to it that can begin a new
pattern.

NOTE
1. All quotations

are from a recorded conversation

between Mark Thompson and the author ,

1990.
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Lucy Hughes-Hallett

PEACE ON EAR TH?
Chris Burden's Investigations

Chris Burden, Samson , 1985.
,
Instal latio n at Jos h Baer Gallery ,
New York. (Phot o co urtes y J os h
Baer Gallery and Kent Fine Art ,
Inc ., New Yo rk)
Chris Burden, Medusa 's Head,
1989. (Phot o Jeremy Young)
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f all the toys the Californian artist Chris Burden possessed as a child his
favourite were those in his army collection. 'They were the ones I didn't
ding up or scratch.' In this, of course, he was not an unu sual bo y . He

was at boarding school in Switzerland for a spell in his early teens and he has vivid
memories of one of the other children there . 'He was from South America and he
had fifty or sixty tanks and he laid them out on a big table top and he'd just sit
there and move them around and make war noi ses all day lon g. Mm hmmm. Well,
where's that guy now?' Possibly movin g real tanks around. When Burden came to
Lon don this summer there were two institutions he was look ing forward to
visiting. One was th e Imp erial War Museum, th e other was Hamley's. In the toy
shop he bought a couple of battleships. In th e museum he found him self
recogni sing, one after another, the uniforms and weapons familiar to him from
nurser y days. '"Oh, there' s that Dinky toy I used to have! . . . And, my God,
there 's that one!" All the things that my father bought me as a child were there for
real. So where does it all begin?'
The connection between toytown war-games and real-life wa r is not one that
Burden is alone in making. What is unusual is that , rather than turnin g away from
such deadly childish things with disappro val, he cont inues to play with them in his
art, capit alizing on the uni versa lity of the human fascination with war and its
tr appings to explore the limits and permutations and po ssible consequences of that
obsession. When, earlier thi s year, th e aut hor ities in Newcastl e upon Tyne invited
him to make an installation in their city, the y offered him a real-life destroyer to
play with. "'Would I be intere sted in usin g that ?" Well, of course I would be, I
flew over.' He wanted to tak e the Destroyer, a three hundred foot iron-clad relic
of World War II, sailing . For logistical reason his fantasy has not been realized.
Even with second-hand sails bought from a Whitbread racer the cost of convert ing
the Destroyer was going to be somewh ere around £3 million, too much for
Burden 's backers. But the image lives, as super bly grandi ose and as ambiguous as
any of Burden's pr evious projects. 'It's a mixed metaphor,' he explains, 't he
greeni ng of a warship. Swords to ploughshares, except th at this one can still cut.
The engineers kept saying [such thin gs] as "If we take the cannon s off we might be
able to balance it," but I said "You can't. The cann ons are a very, very imp ortant
part of this."' His concept tak es the romantic associations of th e sailing ship -

its

beauty, its beni gn relationship with wind and water, its independ ence of fossil fuel
-

and forces th em into conju ncti on with the technology of killin g. 'So what is it?

It' s still a warship. Is it a good warship? To me that's int erestin g. '
'Int erestin g' is one of Burden's favourite words . 'I don't think art shou ld have
any purpose,' he says, and he likens himself to a scientific research er,
dispassionately conduct ing experiments just to see what happens. 'Art is a free
spot where yo u can investigate thin gs. It 's not a vehicle for improvin g society .
You don 't tell a scientist "Go and make a bett er toaster", yo u just give him a lab
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and some liquid nitrogen and say "Have fun!" So as an artist you don't start going

there . You just start goin g. If you have a purpo se in mind, or a pol itical agenda,
yo u 'v e kn ocked out 359 degr ees of poss ibilit y .' For over ten years now he has
been makin g sculptur es and installation s using or portra ying military technolog y .
He has been attack ed as a war -monger and defended as a realist asking his public
to think seriou sly about war in the interests of peace. He himself is not saying
what his intention s are . He is normally an arti culate man, but this is his answ er to
a qu estio n abo ut the meanin g of A Tale of Two Cities, a massive installation
invo lving ove r 5,000 battl e toys: 'It' s just sort o f abo ut . .. er .. . I do n't kn ow
exactl y ...

War 's pr ett y strang e.'

Burden is a short , broad, bull -necked forty-four year old. He sits four-square in
a chair, feet firml y plant ed, big thigh s set apart, so th at he is capable of almost
tot al imm o bilit y , a sure ind ex of ph ysical str ength. H e has a blunt way of cuttin g
th roug h int ellectu al flim-fl am. H ere he is on the ro le of th e mu seum as an
inst ituti o n: 'Th e bu ilding is just a shed to keep th e rain off th e art ' -

and on

tho se who can't fathom what he is doin g: 'People com e in and expect to
under stand art . Of cours e th ey can't. Art is elitist.' 'I can see myself bein g ho stile
and aggressive and violent,' he says ; and he do es have the gift (sometime s useful
when he used to make perfo rm ances) of inspiring awe . In publi c he plays an
intimidat ing ro le, part pri ma donn a, part force ful brut e, part techni cian imp atient
of cissy th eo rizing. It is a useful mask, a way of holdin g off the foo ls he wo uld
rather not suffer. But his art , for all th at violence is so often its subject, is
charact erized mo re by rigorou s discipline than by aggression .
Hi s contributi o n to th e Whit echapel Ga llery's show 'Seven Ob sessions' was an
arti ficial astero id of sto ne and conc rete and metal, weighing five to ns and
measurin g some fou rteen foot acro ss. Like the Go rgon' s head it was cove red with
sinu ous foreign bodies which seemed bot h to feed off it and to lend it th eir ow n
po wer to appal!. This death 's -head was wr eath ed not in snakes, but in to y train s.
Seven different gauges of railwa y tr ack loo ped and squirmed over viadu cts and
th ro ugh tunn els and cuttin gs in the blackened, ro cky land scape. Th e trains had
neith er dr ivers no r passengers. Th ey we re loaded only with ro cks, tr ee trunk s,
gravel, earth , as though the tr ains had taken possess ion of th e planet and we re
engaged in a ceaseless eart hwo rm -like exercise of consumin g and regurgitatin g it to
no useful end. With unchar acteristic directness Burden has revealed that 'the
sculptur e is metaph o r for a wo rld engulfed in its ow n techn ology .' But it is not
qu ite th e piece of eco- p ro p th at descripti on might suggest, for thi s is a vision of a
calamit y which did not happ en, a teas ing allusion to th e fact that a hundr ed years
back peo ple were wo rri ed th at railways wo uld engulf th e planet, whereas 'N ow we
sec rail road s as rom anti c, goo d, eco log ically correct.' Hum an inabilit y to sort real
danger s from imaginar y ones is one of th e thin gs that intri gues Burd en. 'We
wo rri ed abo ut th e atom bomb and now we have AIDS. Th at 's kind of int erestin g.'
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I met him in August, just after Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait. 'Two weeks ago
it was "Aaah, glasnost! ...

Peace on earth! ...

It's all going to be fine from now

on." And now all of a sudden this man in Iraq is claiming to have the fourth
largest land army on earth. Well, gee, nobody was talking abo~t that a coupla
weeks ago. They can pull that rug out on you at any time.'
One way of avoiding toppling when such a rug is pulled is to pull it out
yourself first. A great deal of Chris Burden's work could only be described as
ways of forestalling fate, art as a series of pre-emptive strikes against pain, fear and
mortality. 'It's a way of taking control.' Power, its use and abuse, has been his
abiding concern; and his performances and sculptures are all, one way or another,
experiments in the use of force -

whether it be simple muscle power,

psychological control or the power of sophisticated technology. Even his do-ityourself car-making and television-building are ways of flouting the power of
producers. 'Nobody has any idea how a television works. When it breaks down boom! out it goes. I wanted to understand it. Making things from scratch made
me feel less at the mercy of this consumer society.'
Burden grew up here and there around the world. His father, an engineer,
worked for the Rockefeller Foundation in the Middle East and Europe. He went
to school in Switzerland, Italy and France. 'My folks went back to the States, split
up, shuttled back and forth. It wasn't terribly pleasant.' Finally he fetched up in
California, studying first architecture and then physics, finally lighting on
sculpture as his metier.
His teachers were Minimalists, and as a student he produced works, inspired by
exercise equipment, which were designed to be, not art-objects, but 'apparatus to
make you do art'. The pieces supposedly came to life only when a person
mounted them and performed the gestures and movements they were designed to
elicit. But 'there was a problem. They were in stainless steel and people would
say, "Oh what a beautiful object!"' Burden's response was Five Day Locker Piece,
which he presented as his MA in 1971. For five days he was padlocked into a
metal locker two foot square by three foot deep. 'It was a real break-through for
me because I realized I didn't have to make an object to make art. The locker was
a locker before and a locker after. It was only charged while I was there.' It is
typical of the man that he offers such a down-beat and negative explanation of his
route to a starkly, distressingly eloquent work . (He'll tell you why he chose to
represent 50,000 Soviet tanks with dimes and matchsticks, but he won't tell you
whether in doing so he intended to justify or to condemn an arms build-up.) But
whatever put him into that locker, a desire for a perfectly object-free art or, as
seems more likely, a more complex ambition, to explore the extremes of human
tyranny and human endurance, it marked the beginning of a series of
extraordinary art works -

performances, installations and sculptures -

in which

Burden has conducted experiments in the aggressive use of power and actual or
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threatened physical force.
In some of his 1970s performances he terrorised his public. In Shout Piece he
shone 500 watt lights in their eyes and yelled 'Get the fuck out!' through three
amplifiers. In jaizu he took the opposite line, asserting authority by his own
silence. People were invited to enter, one at a time, a room where he sat,
immobile and speechless, wearing dark glasses, in the only chair. 'Many people
tried to talk to me, one assaulted me, and one left sobbing hysterically.' More
often though, he cast himself in the role of victim: having himself strapped to the
floor with copper bands next to a bucket of water in which a live electrical wire
had been immersed, lying down on the tarmac of one of Los Angeles' busiest
boulevards, inviting a volunteer to stick pins into him, inhaling water while a
gallery-full of people listened to him choking and, most notoriously, getting a
frrend to shoot him in the arm with a rifle.
These performances raise complex questions about the responsibilities of the
public ('witnesses' Burden calls them) who stood by while he risked his life, and in
some cases assisted him to do so. They were led into complicity by a morally
ambiguous mix of incomprehension,

indifference, respect for the artist's free will

· and freedom of expression, curiosity, morbid excitement and plain embarrassment.
The performances made people angry. By willingly making himself a victim
Burden scrambled power relations and undercut normal responses. For those who
have nightmares about being shot and for those who dream of shooting alike, a
man who willingly stands there and takes a bullet in his arm is defusing a popular
fantasy . The action arouses, but at the same time denies and discredits, the
emotions -

compassion, vengeful indignation, excitement -

usually associated

with the firing of a bullet into human flesh . Nineteen years after the performance,
Burden is still receiving threatening telephone calls provoked by Shoot.
Potently though the performances worked on their public, Burden maintains
that they were essentially private acts, exercises in self-knowledge. 'You have this
Chris Burden, Medusa's Head,
1989, view of work being installed
at the Whitechapel Art Gallery, 1990.
(Photo Joao Ouintino)

fantasy about something. Then you go "What if you do that? What if ...

? Then

what?" and you keep just flipping it over.' By voluntaril y undergoing the ordeal
which had been the subject of so much preliminary dread , he could master the
fear. 'When .. . kidnappers put you in a locker it's a completely different
situation . I did it willingly.' The principle appears to be that of homeopathy.
Protect yourself against the torturer by torturing yourself a bit first.
This, as Burden would say, is 'interesting ' . But does it have value for the public
as well as the practitioner? Burden sometimes claims not to care. 'I wasn't Alice
Cooper,' he says. 'I wasn't selling tickets.' In his teens he was in hospital for a
year. Convalescent, he took up photography,

wandering around Italy with a

camera . 'It was a solitary activity, with no audience, and it was very sustaining for
me spirituall y. I trace becoming an artist to that experience.' It might sound
solipsistic but Burden, like most artists worth their salt, is evasive, even
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deliberately misleading, when discussing his work. His performances were very
carefully planned, and they were designed to have an afterlife. 'I'd think about
them for months. My wife would go to work and come back: "What did you do
today?" "I thought."

So for months they were fantasies in my mind. Then they

dipped into the real, the short ones just for a fraction of a second, and then they
became myth.'
A piece like White Light, White Heat, for which Burden lay on a shelf two feet
below the ceiling of the Ronald Feldman Gallery for three weeks without eating,
talking, or seeing or being seen by anyone, was clearly a private endurance test.
But it also constitutes a haunting image: the bare room, the shelf, the man
doggedly starving unseen. "In no sense of the word were those performances
theatre,' says Burden. They were not repeatable entertainments:

they were not

illusions. But they were intensely dramatic. Whether poking live electric wires into
the flesh of his bare chest, emerging from a garage with his hands nailed to the
roof of a Volkswagen or lying quite still and silent for days on end, Burden has
produced a series of resonantly emotive tableaux. He rejects the analogy with
theatre but he might accept one with a more exalted form of symbolic action.
'Being crucified on the back of a Volkswagen, yes, it's pretty obvious. ' He's not
claiming to be a second Jesus Christ, but like Christ he does things, and permits
things to be done to him, with an eye to their symbolic meaning, their potential to
become fable and, in the form of remembered and recounted stories, to unsettle
and excite, to do what he believes art ought to do, 'push your head around a
little.'
Burden's notoriety became such that when he performed Doomed, lying prone
for three days behind a sheet of plate glass, the museum guards had to protect him
from a hostile crowd. People who cared nothing about art heard of him. He
acquired the kind of fame Carl Andre endures. Eventually the 'avalanche of
sensationalism'

discouraged him -

or perhaps he had reached the limits of what

he could do as an artist with his own body. In 1978 he showed The Citadel, an
installation-cum-performance

involving over five hundred tiny metal spaceships,

and ever since he has been making installations involving war and war-games,
weaponry and toys.
The most elaborate of these, A Tale of Two Cities, did not begin life as an art
work, but simply as a serendipitous arrangement of things Burden happened to
have about: his girl-friend's pot-plants, some real bullets and some toy soldiers. If
his work acts as a commentary on the adult male desire to play violent boys'
games it does so from inside. The desire is his own. Tm not a pacifist at all,' he
says . 'I'd fight.'
Chris Burden, Medusa's Head,
1989, view of work being installed
at the'Whitechapel Art Gallery, 1990.
(Photo Joao Quintino)

What he would not do is join an army. 'After the war crimes of World War II
I can't understand how anybody could take orders. I have a real problem with my
contemporaries

who went to Vietnam and never questioned what they were
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doing.' He now teaches at UCLA and he tells his students that he would not
permit them to perform the kind of risk-taking actions that he hims elf has
performed in the name of art. 'If the y want to drop out and become artists, fine.
But not as students. By definition a student cannot make art.' An artist, in other
words, must step outside all protective institutions and assume personal
responsibility for his or her work. By the same token one who fights and kills
must be individually accountable. Obedience to officers, loya lty to country, and
also the big abstractions of right and wrong: these are inadequate justifications
which only serve to camouflage realit y. Burden's peripatetic upbrin ging cured him
of patriotism dying for' -

'I saw enough nations to kno w that no one country is worth

while A Tale of Two Cities is, among other things, a parod y of the

goodies-and-baddies

mythology of warfare. 'It 's about the big city stomping the

little city. The little city's more agrarian, the big city's more indu strial. There's a
white cruise missile takin g off from th e little city and a black bomb er taking off
from the big city. It's goo d and bad and all those kind of polar opposites.'
Polarities which, Burden suggests, have precious little validity .
He wouldn't fight for his country, he wouldn't fight for 'goodness', but he
might just fight. Burden's refusal to impose a moral on his art is at its most
disturbing in his recent work. Whatever an artist's intention, images of warfare
will never be received as morally neutral. He has made a series of 'wars hip s' from
found objects, toys and bric -a-brac; dotty, playful constructions (one has a wine bottle for a prow, another a 's link y' toy for a funnel) which are nonetheless
recognizable models of something deadl y. Like the destroyer und er sail, they
combine the semiology of pleasure and grace with that of slaughter. A Tale of Two

Cities, equally, is colourful , comical, jolly, differing only in its size and its
miniaturist beaut y from the war-game that might be laid out in a play-room . But
this kind of play is not innocuous, as Burd en explicitly acknowledges. Cyrus
Vance, former U.S. Secretary of State for Defence, once asked permission to hold
a meeting in a gallery Burden had filled with six hundred and twent y-five tiny
cardboard submarines (an equivalent for each real sub the US had ever had). The
spectacle was both awful in its implications and as delicat ely lovely as a cloud of
butterflies. Simultan eously absolutely straightforward and bafflingly unreadable , it
was typical of Burden's best, most infuriatin g and most memor able work.
'It seems like most of human advancement is made in response to wars,' says
Burden . 'And when you talk to men who have been to war yo u find it's the
highlight of their life. A lot of them are traumati zed by it but, for a lot more,
that 's when th ey travelled, that's when the y met their wives, that's when the y
became culturally cognizant . In the short run war is horrific and negative, but in
the lon g run it ma y be positiv e for hum ankind . I don't kno w. It may be
something that is programmed to moosh people around.'
Programmed, that is, into the male gene. ' Men are innatel y more aggressive,
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there' s just no doubt about it .' Burden once had a studio next to an infants' school
playg round . 'Toy s would get to ssed over th e fence and invariably the y were blue.
I had the whol e collection of ~hese littl e bit s of blue plastic. I never saw a pink
on e.' In his work, wh eth er testin g his own phy sical endurance, building model
lands capes for model train s, or collecting pen-kni ves and fishing lines and the
ingredient s for gunpowder for his assemblages, Burden is playing masculine games .
So is he celebr ating masculinit y, and th erefor e, by extension, the aggressiveness he
co nsiders inh erentl y masculine? ' Peopl e have said a lot of thin gs about my art. If
yo u say th at, it' s going to roll off me like water off a duck .' Th e reader will note
th at , on ce again, he has avo ided answ erin g the qu estion .
He do esn't want to be pigeon-holed, he says. Nor doe s he want to preach. 'Art
is a mirror.' In creatin g images of ph ysical and techn ological force he is engaging
with somethin g from which man y artist s shy away . Hi s Samps on, a 100-ton jack
set so th at it could, if left in place ind efinitel y, have brok en dow n th e museum
which housed it, was a metaph or for th e artist's creativity bur stin g out of a
constrictin g institution ; but it was also, more intere stingl y, an eloquent image of
simple ph ysical stren gth, its magnificence, its destru ctiveness and the thrill it can
generate . Ju st as Burd en' s own courage in riskin g pain and death in his
perfo rm ances disturb s and impr esses, so do his sculptur es with their suggestions of
mut e sup erhuman powe r. And so do his wa r-pieces with th eir allusion to a state in
which the fid gety co ncern s of a civilization at peace are rend ered tri vial. 'War gives
meaning to your life. It makes it clear what has to be done, and people like a clear
path. There' s no An gst in time of war.'
Tru e. As we spoke th e Briti sh and Am erican publi c alike wer e reactin g. with
self-ri ght eous excitement to th e emer gence of an unmi stakabl e badd y on th e world
scene. Bur den's images of force may be dangero usly enticin g but th ey are also
salut arily th ought -provoki ng; and the subj ect-matt er with which he is engaging is
not going to go away . ' I was describin g the destro yer piece to a French man not
long ago and he said "But no w we 'r e in this great period of detente, does thi s
wo rk have any meanin g?" And I just loo ked at him and I said "Wh at do yo u
think? You think th ere's going to be peace on earth from now on? Get serious!"'
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CALLE , COUNSELL

Oliver Bennett

VEILED

STORIES
Sophie Calle and Melanie Counsell

Melanie Counsell, 12 filing
cabinets, 12 rolled carpets & water,
1990. (Photo Antoni a Reeve)
Sophie Calle, Autobiographical
Stories, 1988-89. (Photo Jeremy
Young)
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'In casual speech it is easily agreed that a type of art called "installation"
exists. That is about as far as we can easily get before the troubling
divergences of assumption appear: is installation a genre? a medium? a
mode of conceptual practise? Is it permanent or temporary? Belief in the
irrelevance of defined categories is indigenous to the art practise of
installation. Part of the point is a relief from the strictures of form and a
distance from the hierarchies of tradition. And while that distance may
prove to be real or imagined ...

it is nonetheless essential to note that

provisional definitions and explanations that work at all for this
phenomenon are those which are open and inclusive, deliberately
flexible. ' 1

B

oth Sophie Calle and Melanie Counsell have been willingly identified as

producers of installations, though their work differs widely. Calle
constructs photographs and text wall pieces, while Counsell creates three-

dimensional work made from a variety of materials, composing a loosely symbolic
ecology. Calle's work takes cues from performance, insofar as it mostly documents
previous events. Counsell comes firmly from a sculpture background, and her
work's values of formal, material and spatial manipulation for associative and
atmospheric ends are consistent with the methodology of art school training. Calle
is untrained as an artist: fortune led her into the art system.
Both Calle and Counsell provide an entry point for the imagination rather than
narrative resolution (though Calle's work often employs a narrative form). They
possess a keen sense of pathos, promoting a response of melancholia, dislocation
and poignancy. They would both prefer
dissonance -

to

inspire uneasiness -

cognitive

than a resolved response. There is a sense of the irrational about

their work: Counsell's in its intractable evocation of pollution penetrating a
membrane; Calle's in its psychic reportage and twilight eroticism.
Their coalescence at 'Seven Obsessions' has cast a veil, an etiolated silvery
translucence over the entry

to

the exhibition . This funeral pall is delineated in

symmetrical form by Counsell's installation, which sits centrally, its large net
reminiscent of the discreet domestic curtain, shrouding a morbid, palpable space .

It is tempting to read Melanie Counsell's untitled contribution to 'Seven
Obsessions' as a critique of airborne pollution. The display board, with a
quotation from Daniel Defoe's journal of the Plague Years, points in this
direction. But the work -

and the artist -

deny a single interpretation. Counsell

doesn't title work, preferring her pieces to be identified by location and date, an
ambivalent gesture that mirrors her desire not to proselytize. By withholding
exhaustive information she forces a dynamic human response: some see a mosquito
net in her 'Seven Obsessions' piece, others visualize their own poisoned
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respiratory systems. Either way, the sense of some external menace getting
through an undefined tissue is fraught with social complexity and personal anxiety.
Counsell herself recently said, 'I wouldn't commit myself to specific readings the implications should be quite varied. The sense of the splats is the sense of the
people coming in, the air coming in, the process of time and the passing through
the membrane. They're like a lot of things: viruses, insects, little nipples, shit,
spit, spunk. ' 2
The axle grease 'splats', formless, almost painterly on the first net membrane,
are coalesced into tight blobs on the second, paper membrane about ten yards
behind. At the bottom right hand corner of the paper, a small film loop shows in
microcosmic form the oozing life-cycle of the grease. After the grease on the
second layer, endpaper from the news-printing process, has been absorbed by
inexorable capillary action, one can see a shadow of Chris Burden's piece Medusa's
Head through the spreading aureolae of the oily spots on the porous paper.
Counsell's rise to prominence has been prompted by her confident post-graduate
show at the Slade. This installation was sited at a semi-outdoor drainage space,
covered by glass roofs, irrigated by hoses. The water cascaded down the
drainpipes, whilst at ground level, manhole covers had been replaced by glass,
reflecting the water on the roof. A small chamber, positioned laterally, featured a
row of plumbed lockers, adding an anthropomorphic element of 'tears ' seeping
from the gills. At the end of the space was a tank full of still water, within which
an electric fan had been submerged, introducing an element of danger, triggering
that domestic fear of the hairdryer in the bath.
The constant flow of water prompted feelings and fears about the symbology of
water: expressed benignly as renewal, growth and Tao-like cyclic spiritualism, but
equally in malignant form as the agent of decay, stagnation and human weeping.
At 'Seven Obsessions', the active, moving part of the installation is the small spray
of grease, rather than water, all danger and malignance subsumed into this nearinvisible agent of contagion.
This active element, in opposition to the passive, brooding component of the
'curtains' Counsell has often employed in her work, creates a dialogue of durable
resonance. After leaving the Slade, she created an installation in a partly-used
mental hospital in Tooting Bee, London. Counsell reiterated her doleful use of
water, dripping from a plumbed rail down over a calico curtain, which shielded like a dead patient, or some atrocity hidden by the institution -

an unseen and

morbid hyperspace from the eye. The water dripped down into a tiled trough,
over time decomposing the curtain, leading to a depressing dereliction: her
figurati ve response to the neglect of the building and, by implication, the Health
Service.
Her subsequent installation at Matt's Gallery, London, in late 1989 worked
further with this atmosphere: the curtain motif extended and transformed into a
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cheery chintz swag overlooking a sodden carpet in a tiled, urinal-like trough. The
time-based element of decay, reminiscent of neglected housing, contributed to an
atmosphere of deep melancholy. But as with Counsell's other work, there was a
redemptive twist with social implications: the notion of life in the urban detritus, a

biological culture, as much 'nature' as any arcadia. 'A carpet is the most dead,
hopeless thing that no-one wants; but the sense of a micro-life was a positive
element within all that,' she said about this work.
Counsell's British Art Show piece, often singled out for critical aggression by
the press, is her most widely seen work. It consists of twelve megalithic filing

cabinets, each with a roll of carpet in a drawer, submerged in water -

on one

level like a Surrealist meeting of chance objects, on another an emblem of
information paranoia to match Tim Head's Techno-Prison (upstairs in 'Seven

Obsessions') and on yet another a generalized frustration of expectation.
A sense of violation and ethereal danger also suffuses Sophie Calle's work. The

French artist has spent eleven years recording normally private aspects of life,
exquisitely manipulated, documented and laid out as photograph and text
installations. She has provided two works for 'Seven Obsessions': The Graves
(1990) on one side of the gallery, and Autobiographical Stories (1988-89) on the
other. The former consists of large photographs of graves which the artist
encountered in California. Calle first photographed these graves a decade ago and
two of her original pictures are included here, presented in little kitsch frames.
Using the syntactical progression of left to right, we read Father, Mother, Brother,
Sister -

no names, just tragic archetypes with universal familial poignancy. Just

one, labelled Husband, stands alone, a discreet disruption of the order. At first,
we can relate to the The Graves as a thanatopsis, a meditation on death. The
monum entality of the images -

they are 'life-siz e' photographs, relating

oppressively to the viewer's body -

underscores the grandly sombre mood of the

piece.
Though the two pieces are presented as separate, Calle recently stated that she
considers them part of the same work in view of her return to the theme after a
ten- year interval: 'The Graves was part of my autobiography, because I went back
ther e.' And despite the ostensible inter est in others that her often voyeuristic work
of the intervenin g period supposes, it leads back to her original subject: herself, as
experienced through the shadow of others.

Autobiographical Stories is a series of ten photographs and texts relating isolated
incidents from her childhood, which have acquired deterministic resonance over
the course of time. Calle's artistic identity as voyeur is turned inward here, her life
reco nstructed by forensic, circumstantial investigation, in which uncontrollable,
fateful, yet compelling patterns are revealed. A photograph of Calle nonchalantly
Melanie Counsel!, No Title, 1990.
(Photo Jeremy Young)

stripping onstage is accompanied by a text: 'I was six. I lived on a street named
Rosa Bonh eur with my grandparents. A daily ritual obliged me to undress
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completely in the elevator on my way up to the sixth floor ...

as soon as I

reached the apartment I would jump into bed. Twenty years later I found myself
repeating the same ceremony every night in public, on the stage of one of the strip
joints that line the boulevard in Pigalle, wearing a blond wig in case my
grandparents who lived in the neighbourhood should happen to pass by.'
Where possible, the photographs used in Autobiographical Stores are real -

that

is, of the actual subject. Others were reconstructed to complete the visual
requirement, a process also used in The Blind (Les Aveugles) of 1986. Here Calle
produced a photo-series where she asked people blind from birth to describe
beauty. In the finished work a black and white photograph of each subject sat next
to their typeset descriptions, and underneath these were Calle's photographic
interpretations of their descriptions: intimate figurations of their subjective
'beauty'. These ranged from the sublime to the almost unbearably sad. One man's
image of beauty was a blank frame: 'I have already grieved for beauty . I do not
need beauty. I don't need images in my mind. As I can't appreciate beauty, I have
always fled from it.' Though The Blind is 'ideologically disquieting'3, it is also
moving, with a tragic, lonely atmosphere.
But Calle's concerns are not to provide solace, nor to communicate moral
information. Before she became an artist she kept diaries and photographs of serial
events for herself, and it was apparently only after creating The Sleepers (1979) where she photographed a series of complicit strangers sleeping in her own bed that this marginal activity was brought into the art world. 'I followed people as a
girl. It was a game, a ritual, for my own pleasure. When did it become art?
Someone decided for me. One of the people who slept in my bed (I hadn't
known) was the wife of an art critic. He thought this was a performance that
could be shown, and he prompted me to show it in Paris. I knew what the context
of art was: my father was an art collector. But it was not an obvious position for
me.' Roland Barthes writes in Camera Lucida: 'Society is concerned to tame the
photograph ...

to do this it possesses two means. The first consists of making

photography into an art, for no art is mad. ' 4
A year after The Sleepers, Calle made Suite Venitienne, which unequivocally
established her artist-as-voyeur persona. After following a man in Paris, and losing
him, Calle goes to an opening, where she meets him . They talk; he is going to
Venice on holiday . She decides to trail him , using disguise, a variety of complicit
contacts and obsessive dedication. The holiday is fairly prosaic, and they meet
inconclusively, but the seductive thrill of Calle's ethically dubious sojourn is
charged with both vicarious intrigue (like Belgian artist Ria Pacquee 's documents
of her day-trips in disguise) and the pleasure of literary narrative. Done, as Calle
puts it, for 'the pleasure of follow ing', Suite Venitienne is saturated with 'the
sexually charged mystique upon which infatuation feeds. ' 5 But her followee is far
from a love-object. It turns out that Calle isn't interested in him at all.
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Sophie Calle, The Graves, 1990,
view of work being installed .
(Photo Joao Quint ino)

Commanded by something else entirely, she says, 'I wanted to fabricate an
emotion in an arbitrary way, out of an absolutely arbitrary situation. The people
are distant, or I don't know them. It's the pleasure of doing it, it's liberating. You
can build emotion. ' 6
Although the word 'victim' is often used to describe her subjects, Calle prefers
to see them as 'shadows': she is the true subject. Her pieces have been described as

'a kind of conceptual portraiture, one which dramatizes the relationship between
the artist and the subject ... ' 7 There is a melodramatic edge to Calle's
investigations: all her pieces are elegantly stylized, meticulously planned and laid
out with strategic delight, but this does not eliminate the castrative edge of Suite
Venitienne -

nor the fixation on the faceless 'he' which forms an antagonistic

motif throughout her work . In nine of the ten captions in Autobiographical
Stories, an anonymous 'he' is referred to -

'Whenever he came to visit .. .'; 'He

opened the door.'; 'He wanted to take my picture . . .' As with Melanie
Counsell's splattered net, Calle's interest is simultaneously threatening and
protective ('To follow the other is to take charge of his itinerary; it is to watch
over his life without him knowing it. ' 8)
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Another arbitrary situation involving a similarly unknown man was
manufactured in 1983, in L'Homme au Carnet. Here, the serendipitous entry
point was an address book, found on the street. Calle sent it back after copying it,
and telephoned the owner's contacts to construct an elaborate picture of the
subject . The results were published in the French newspaper Liberation over the
course of a month. When the man came back to France to find this out, he replied
by printing his reaction: a piece in the same paper, saying who he was, and what
his problems were with the work. He had also managed to dig out a nude
photograph of Calle . She was happy with what she calls an 'active' response to her
invasion, as 'it gave the idea of truth to my story. People could otherwise have
said that I invented it,' an accusation to which it has indeed been prey. For Calle ,
the reason for the action is her own delight. 'I couldn't have got that pleasure
writing fiction.' And as Raoul Vaneigem puts it, 'Too bad if the taste for pleasure
is a fine source of error.'

9

The ethical considerations of voyeurism, usually taken to be an act of
psychopathic sexuality, are somewhat neutralized in the art field. As Michael
Archer says, 'The message from the institutions that show her work is, "don't
worry, this is acceptable behaviour because it is done in the name of art", but this
does not assuage one's anxieties.'

10

But Calle, perhaps disingenuously, shrugs off

any of the psychological and ethical complexities: if others have ethical problems
with the work, 'why should I be bothered what they think?' H er purpose is an
entirely subjective quest. 'I began to do photo and text just for the purpose of
keeping traces. I've always liked to get people by the details of their lives -

not to

know what they do, what they think, not directly, but through circles.'
The widespread use of photography has made privacy perhaps less inviolate, if
more of a social issue, and in man y parts of the world photograph y is still
considered to be psychic theft. Indeed, in one section of Autobiographical Stories,
there is a specific nod to the magical use of photography: 'He wanted to take my
picture with his polaroid. When the image appeared ,' there was visible a red line
marking my neck .. . Two weeks later a man tried to strangle me.' But this is also
part of the game . Tm very super stitious. Well, I play to be superstitious, but I
believe it . .. It's a game, but I believe in it .' Susan Sontag , in On Photography,
discusses the genesis of photograph y in the middle-class flaneur: 'The
photographer is an armed version of the solitary walker reconnoitering, stalking,
cruising the urban inferno, the voyeuristic stroller who discovers the city as a
landscape of voluptuous extremes.'

11

Calle as both voyeur and flaneur is most

evident in work like L'Hotel, 1983. Here Calle got a job as a chambermaid and
recorded fragments of the guests' conversations, diaries, suitcases; using her
privileged position to present dispassionately the mundane and absurd stuff of
their lives.
Voyeurism is thought in classical psychoanalysis to express the fantasy of
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control over the object viewed, and the denial of exclusion from the relationship
being spied on. And in our own looking - her artworks are alluring - we are
accomplices of her game, inclusive and complicitous. By bridging the gaps between
herself, her subjects and her audience, Calle provokes an insecurity of identity
which is compelling, dangerous, and fascinating.
This ability to ensnare the viewer, so that we are forced to become part of the
dynamics of the piece, serves as a point of conjunction between Calle's work and
that of Melanie Counsel!. We wander through Counsell's 'Seven Obsessions'
installation, watching others through the netting, whilst the sense of airborne
pollution and the scale of the piece give the uncanny impression that the air in the
gallery, the very air we are breathing, is part of the work: 'I'm concerned with the
spectator's physical engagement with the work, which is fundamentally different to
one's engagement with a painting.'
In the space of phosphoric, lunar intensity which together they create in the
downstairs gallery, Counsell's three-dimensional piece provides an intriguing
counterpoint to the two-dimensional pieces of Sophie Calle, their juxtaposition a
testament to the vitality and diversity of installation.
NOTES

1. Ellen Handy, Arts Magazine, February 1989.
2. All quotes from the artists come from conversations held around the time of the opening of
'Seven Obsessions', August 1990.
3. Sheena Wagstaff, Parkett, Volume 24, 1990.
4. Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, London: Jonathan Cape, 1982.
5. David Pagel, Arts Magazine, November 1989.
6. This piece is reminiscent of Vito Acconci's Following Piece (part of Street Works IV, 1969),
which consisted of his following random and unaware members of the public on the street
until they disappeared into buildings. Calle found this out, met Acconci and told him what
she had done.
7. Robert L. Pincus, Art in America, October 1989.
8. Jean Baudrillard, 'Please Follow Me' in Sophie Calle, Suite Venitienne, Seattle: Bay Press,
1988.
9. Raoul Vaneigem, The Book of Pleasures, London; Pending Press, 1983.
10. Michael Archer, 'The Moral Gap Between Art and Everyday Life', Edge '90 catalogue.
11. Susan Sontag, On Photography, 1977.
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Andrew Renton

PLOTTING
Angela Bulloch, Tim Head
and Darrell Viner

.-

I

Angela Bulloch, Blue Horizons ,
1990, view of work being installed
at the Whitechapel Art Gallery.
(Photo Joao Ouintino)
Tim Head, Techno-prison, 1990,
detail. (Photo Jeremy Young)
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W

here now? What now? Old habits die hard, and there still remains a
perpetual obligation towards making. It has now become quite
plausible that any neo-expressionist tendencies witnessed at the

beginning of the last decade, which appeared to be so predominant for a few
years, emerged as a phenomenal necessity. With hindsight, there was a need for a
temporary pause in the self-eradicating trajectory of late Modernism. The blank
canvases, the blank spaces, needed time to settle. It might be argued, therefore,
that there has been no revival in conceptualism at all, but a slow grinding back to
life of the machinery which just needed a little oiling .
The metaphor of machinery is particularly apt in the context of the work of
Angela Bulloch, Tim Head and Darrell Viner. Not that the works are
metaphor ical per se (although perhaps the artists might wish them to be read in
such a way); but rather there has been a gradual exclusion of metaphor from the
realm of making, and we are left with epiphenomena! generative structures. That is
to say, what we witness in these works is not the object of contemplation itself,
but the object towards contemplation. The object on, and in its way . The
mechanisms established by these artists are about the impossibility of progressing
along a 'creative' path, combined with a desire to impede that path . The object has
become, to all intents and purposes, the objection .
And what is left to do, therefore? Perhaps the only thing that may justifiably be
presented by the artist, at this moment, is a documentation of sorts . There is no
histor y any more, only a kind of historiography . There is no truth-value to be
attained, only a turning, a deferral. Perhaps, accordingly , there are only residual
effects to be offered in the artwork's wake. (And, dare one say, at the artwork's
wake?) The artist is left with the obligation to position him / herself against the
inevitability of a lapidary history . There is a consequent act of verification, where
the artist seeks to be rooted, seeks co-ordinates for him / herself, whilst at the same
time being already rooted to the spot.

YOU ARE HERE
'You are here.' Of course, it is not quite so simple. Whenever one encounters this
convention, one does so with a complicity, and an a priori acceptance of certain
givens. The codes are inbuilt, and although the directive is offered as unequivocal
evidence, it is of necessity a translation, or perhaps a transliteration. The works of
Angela Bulloch, Tim Head and Darrell Viner offer such transpositions, not by
means of some weakened mimesis, but rather by an allegorical simulation .
Despite its title, Angela Bulloch's Blue Horizons is perhaps the least allegorical
of the three. It is a drawing machine, which creates an image directly on the wall.
There are precedents for such an invention within an historical context. Unlik e,
say, Jean Tinguely's drawing machine, however, the transliterative process

Angela Bulloch, Smoke Switch,
1989. (Photo courtesy Interim Art,
London)
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Angela Bulloch, Blue Horizons,
1990. (Photo Jeremy Young)

implicates the spectator beyond the banalization of the art commodity . In
Tinguely's work, our attention was certainl y drawn to the machine as kinetic
sculpture, but th e take -home drawing offered to any eager passer-b y was th e
consequence of an insertion into an uninterrupted motion. The machinery had its
own dynamic, and it functioned as machinery . It rendered new objects. Blue

Horizons shares more with the drawing and painting machines of Rebecca Horn's
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recent work, although for Horn, an erotics of desire renders the sensual,
metaphorical form of the rendering machine. Bulloch's mechanism, on the other
hand, is based on the variable of interruption. There is diminished metaphor: even
the blue of the horizontal effaces its natural reference by its absolute, inevitable
composition. As sculpture, it might be termed 'aesthetically transparent ', which is
to say, more or less, that function informs form .
There are no secrets to Bulloch's work. In her light and sound pieces nothing is
hidden . An understanding of the work must start with the inevitability and pure
functionalism of trailing cables and technological hardware. The work seems to be
about exposing its own modus operandi. A recent installation featured a simple
light-metering device, placed on a plinth within a sky-lit gallery. It was an all but
static piece, but changed gently with the light of day. It became self-generating,
and whatever judgments of variation there were, by means of human shadows, or
the vagaries of the weather, aesthetic qualities accrued to the work independently
of its own intentions.
In this way, perhaps, we might be able to read Blue Horizons as an exercise in
self-generating Minimalism. The effect may be there, but this is secondary. The
marker begins to track the wall along the horizontal, and the fundamental action
of the whole mechanism is the slow movement from left to right. Isolated from
the need to be perceived within the gallery confines, the work would certainly
come to resemble the purest of aesthetics, as it moves towards the completion of
the rectangle. But more than this, the work is as much about the interruptions
which its cycle suffers as about the cycle itself. These interruptions are a direct
consequence of that very act of perceiving the work. Sensors monitor movements
around the piece within the gallery, and the viewer may intentionally or otherwise
change the very nature of the trajectory of the marker.
This is not a direct plotting of movements within the gallery (although that too
might be a valid exercise), but rather it reads the interruption of its pattern, and
switches into the opposing mode of vertical. Just as Bulloch's light pieces play
with the essential binary encoding and polyvalent possibilities of on and off, so

Blue Horizons find this transposed into a conflict between the horizontal and the
vertical. Of course, the vertical is never achieved, because it cannot stem the flow
of the horizon. The result is a series of lines which cut across the image-making at
an angle of 45°. The work comes to be about the passage of time -

even the

chairs which invite the viewer to sit before it seem to confirm this. We are
watching an image of time.
But is this, indeed, image-making at all, or is it closer to a kind of selfeffacement? The rectangle which slowly outlines itself, and fills itself in, is a
convention of perception. But the agent of disclosure becomes its very opposite .
We know what will happen in the end and, despite the essential fact that the
drawing is composed by the presence of the machine in time and space, the

Tim Head, Techno-prison, 1990,
view of work being installed.
(Photo Joao Quintino)

evidence of that self-definition will be effaced by itself.
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BULLOCH,

WE KNOW

HEAD , VINER

YOU ARE HERE

In the late '70s, there was a mildly rebellious, anonymous artist who would spray
the walls of downtown Toronto with a neat stencil, bearing the phrase: ' I.D.
Therefore I Am.' This corruption of the Cartesian cogito does not fall far from
the anxieties betrayed in Tim Head's Techno-Prison. Head returns to the image of
the bar-code -

something which occurred in his work as long as ten years ago.

As a sign , it offers the kind of technological allegory which may be found in
Head's paintings, where motifs and patterns of the everyday and the manufactured
are amplified and distorted into images of self-generational growth and viral
degeneration.
The bar-code itself is both convention and icon. It may be read, or translated,
into a prescribed language. It is a declaration of origin or intent. Most
importantly,

it documents and offers evidence of an object's 'thereness'. An object

may exist, therefore , only if it is documented as such, only if it appears within the
system. The supermarket (or the art market, for that matter) cannot accommodate
extraneities, without due reference. The emphasis is on containment, without
which the books will not balance.
Like the 'You Are Here' sign, the bar-code cannot exist independently . It relies
on semiotic convention, and relies on the transliterative abilities of the infra-red
scan to render the information readable. (One might note almost the reverse of
this process in Bulloch's work, where infra-red sensors re-codify movements

Tim Head, Techno-prison, 1990.
(Photo Jeremy Young)
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within the gallery back onto the wall. Both, however, rely upon an on/ off,
break / connect to read or be read .)
In Head's earlier use of the bar-code, he mak e a kind of mosaic of individual
units, some of which revealed their source. The final colour -copied version was a
gesture towards over- or dis-information.

Techno-Prison, on the other hand,

employs four hybrid bar-codes . They have become generic types, and whi le they
convey an emotive exposition of the age of information, they signify nothing
according to their self-compromising

principle of function. In a sense, they have

become pure sign, markers of an a-signifying semiot ics.
Yet the y are simulations writ large, and in so being, accrue a variety of qu alities
and implications. After all, we enter upon a square room where the bars on each
wall almost parody the prison cell. The arbitrary strong, almost acid, pastel
colours distort the immediate perception of the bar-code (which, presumably, in
reality, would function most efficiently only with white on black.) Even on a
purely aesthetic level, Techno-Prison shares obviou s qualitie s with the work of,
say, Daniel Buren and Bridget Riley. Indeed, these two present useful extreme
points of comparison, where the former evolved his strategies of stripe-making to
change anything and everything in its path, and the latter developed an art out of
optical illusion. Head's room stand s between these two realms of political and
aesthetic abstraction .
These are the non -referential colours, perhaps, of the new prison, where the
monochrome shades have given way to technicolour with the new technology.
There is a vision of the future prison, where the hard edges have been softened,
and the punishment consists precisely in the impo ssibi lity of reacting against the
system . The ultimate prison, after all, has no wall s. It is already with us, where
taggin g the offender provid es as much restriction upon him as any physical
incarceration. Techno-Prison might suggest chat there is alw ays a sub - or meta-text
at work in everything we do. It need be political only insofar as it implicates the
determination

of the individual. The system which sh,ould serve the indi vidua l here

must overface him. Such is the way of methodologie s and accounting , We know
chat any census of the bod y of the public is an offence against the body of the
indi vidual. The consequ ence of the infinite stor age and retri eval of information is
chat one's place is always already determin ed. In other word s: Wh ere you are is
where we say you are .

WISH

YOU

WERE

HERE ?

If the imp lication of H ead' s work is chat som eone is watching you, Darrell Vin er' s
Conve rsation Piece reverses chat notion so wholly as to su ggest chat you are
watching someone, and furthermore,

someone like yourself. Like Head's exercise,

there is an attempt at the reconstruction of a language; but whereas for Head the
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discourse seems to occur beyond the gallery, implicating a body of information
stored at some remove, Viner offers us a stim ulating or parodic dialogue head on.
The viewer may only bear witness uncomfortably to thrashings of this foreign but
familiar langua ge.
But is this all hot air, as the gaw ky figure, topped with an air blower, suggests?

Conversation Piece appears to be as much about the anticipation of events, or
eventualities, within a spatial and temporal dynamic . Three figures, uncomfortable
in their own construction,
'personality'

are each imbued with a specific characteristic,

or even language. One blows air, putting the wind up the sail of a tea

towel, another operates a buzzer, while another still swings a lamp. Not only are
the visual and aural senses engaged here, but memories and experiences are also
brought into the game. The notion of engagement is perhaps a little strong; what
may be perceived is the reference to the senses, rather than any direct implication
of the spectator's senses themselves. Memory or reference, on the other hand, such
as a suggestion of Stevie Smith's poem 'Not Waving but Drowning' in the tea
towel fluttering in the machine-generated

breeze, becomes displaced in the

deliberate misprision into the new sculptural object.
The spectator's role is one of anticipation of that object. Each of the three
figures operates according to its own time-scale. Accordingly, there is an everchanging polyphony which emerges from these variants -

it is infinitely variable

by definition. Each figure suddenly lumbers from an absolute statis to a manic,
unstable motion . The anticipation which this engenders stems from the possibility
that these pieces have closed themselves down, exhausted themselves or have never
even come to life.
Unlike Bulloch's and Head's pieces, Viner's Conversation Piece does not seek to
translate experience, only imitate, even parody it. It establishes parameters of
action and stasis, interaction and sculptural composition, in order to generate
something beyond itself. This is to suggest something not only more complex than
the sum of its parts, but also something which stands outside itself. It functions
according to prescribed characteristics of motility but sometimes transcends them.
There is always the risk of that transcendence but, more importantly, there is
always the risk that this system which displays non-communication

should succeed

according to its own precepts to such an extent that it falls prey to the danger of
even closing down that second dialogue, between the work in action and its
spectator. Viner first conceived the motions of the piece according to principles of
Morse code, but even this most elemental of codifications is hardly necessar y to
convey the impossibility of such a fruitless exchange. Closed systems can only
project themselves as closed systems. That is to say, the object of noncommunication

becomes, paradoxically, the object in itself, where something is

constructed quite positively from a non-conductive

semiotics. It is this projection

of that closed system which designates the object qua object.
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If the re/markings of Blue Horizons are a consequence of the spectator indeed, infinite number of spectators -

Conversation Piece refuses that dialogue,

just as the elements within it refuse the possibilities of dialogue between
themselves. Perhaps, because they are conceived according to principles of generic
difference, they can never communicate, and are committed to the tragi-comic
'near-miss' of a dialogue of similar but irreconcilable types . In the same way,
Head's Techno-Prison offers that irreconcilability by means of a paradoxical
subtraction of information, combined with a sensual delight in the encodings of
that information.
The plot thickens.

Darrell Viner, Conversation Piece,
1988-90. (Photo Jeremy Young)
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Maria Klonaris and Katherina Thomadaki

L'INSAISISSABLE
THE UNGRASPABLE

Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, Mystere I :
Hermaphrodite Endormi !e, 1982,
m ulti -m edi a in st allation at th e XII
Bienn ale de Paris.
Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, lncendie de /'Ange,
1985.
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1

1 y a un dedoublement

de personnalite

qui se produit lor sque !'artiste se met a

parler, a posteriori, de son oeuvre. Lorsque le sujet se retourne pour regarder

ce qui est deja du cree, du passe, du dehors. Regarder comme une Autre cet

objet a la fois entierement
Dedoublement

intim e et etrang er. Unheimlich.

qui, clans notre cas, est deja la depuis la conception et la

a double auteur.
tour a tour film ante

realisation de ces oeuvres

Double auteur qui dcdouble en plus ses

fonctions en devenant

et filmee, co nceptrice et actante

po ssedee par un regard a double tranchant pose a la fois sur elle-mcme et sur
l'A utre .
II y a constamment

un effet croise de miroir: inver sion, chiasme, comme s'i l

fallait que le monde se renverse
Le }e qui

creeet celui

a l'infini

pour exister. Mise en abyme.

qui analyse sa propre creation sont-ils deux energies bien

di st incte s ou bien un e seu le et uniqu e energie en decalage de pha se? Deux moments

d'une meme idee?
Auscultation.
labyrinthe

Parler de quinz e ans de creat ion: 1975- 1990. Traverser le

a rebours

. Le fil rouge, les plan s superpo ses de ]'edifice, l'o deur de

]'obscurite (Knossos incrustee clans le corps). lei le Minotaure est absent. Ce qui
compte, c'es t la traversee . Ce labyrinthe n'a pas de centre. Ou, n'a d'autre cent re
que le miroir. II n' a done pas de fin. C'est un syste me de cercles concentriques
rayonnes du noyau, la oi:1l'o bj et dense a frappe le miroir de l'ea u.

STRUCTURE:

LES CERCLES

CONCENT

RIQUES

Notre creation de ces quinze dernieres annees pourrait etre decrit e par le schem a
su1vant :

Les cercles de gauc he concerneraient

la thematique.

Les cercles de droite

concerne raient Jes supports utili ses . Le mo uvement ressemble

a un e dilatation
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split personality takes effect when the artist discusses his or her work a

posteriori, when the subject turns back to observe what now belongs

to

the realm of the created, the past, the external, seeing as Other this

object at once entirely intimate and alien. Unheimlich.
In our case this doubling is in place from the very conception and realisation of
these double -authored works. We, the double author who further doubles her
functions by becoming alternately filmer and filmed, conceiver and actante,
possessed by a double-edged gaze resting at once on herself and on the Other.
There is a constant crossed-mirror

effect: inversion, chiasmus, as if the world

must invert itself ad infinitum in order

to

exist. Mise en abyme.

Are the I who creates and the I who analyses her own creation two quite
distinct energies or are they one single and unique energy at different stages of
being? Tw o separate moments of one and the same idea?
Auscultation. Talking about fifteen years of creation: 1975-1990. Tracing the
labyrinth backwards . The red thread, the superimposed planes of the edifice, the
smell of obscurity (Knossos embedded in our bodies). Here the Minotaur is
absent. What counts is the journey. This labyrinth has no centre. Or has no centre
but the mirror. Hence it has no end . It is a system of concentric circles radiating
from the nucleus, the point at which the dense object struck the watery mirror.

STRUCTURE

: CONCENTRIC

CIRCLES

Our creation of these past fifteen years could be described by the following
diagram:

The left-hand circles would refer

to

the themes treated; the right-hand ones

to

the

media employed. The movement resembles a progressive dilation or a slow
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progr ess ive ou

a une

lente explosion d u noyau .

Meme si chrono logiquement notre thematique a evolue dan s le sens: je/ femme
-) feminin mythologique-)

hermaphrodite-)

lineaire. Parfois ces preoccupations

ange, cette evolution n'est pas

s'enchevetrent,

reviennent, font irruption l'une

dans l'autre.
De meme pour les supports. Si le besoin d'clargir l'espace de projection
cinematographique

a multiplier

nous a conduites

espaces tridimensionnels

des environnements

les ecrans et

de projection,

a progresscr

vers lcs

nous n 'avo ns pas pour

autant abandonne le film
II faudrait imaginer ce schema comme un miroir ou chaque panic est mobile et
se reflete dans les autres. Le labyrinthe double est en fait multiple. Ouven.

DETAIL

BIOGRAPHIQUE:

L' EX!l

Nous quittons Athenes en 1975 juste aprcs la fin de la dictaturc . Marquees par
!'experience de la repression sous toutes ses formes: politique, socialc, scxuelle,
culturelle. Tenducs de rcvoltc nous decouvrirons

la nouvelle terre qui ne pourra

ctre que celle de la libcrte. Par un heureux hasard c'est Paris des annees '70.
Flottent encore les idees de mai '68, la pensce retentit partout , flambent le
mouvement anti-psychiatrique,

le mouvement de s femmes, !'an co rporel. Nous

som mes happee s par !'effe rvescence . Mcme si la crea tion qui a su ivi s'es t
developpee en vases communicants
total e. Nous demeurerons

avec cc contexte, notre adhesion n' y sera jamais

des etrangeres, 'les Grecques'.

'II y a de la fuite toujours dans l'exil et la fuite n'es t pas seu lement hors
du terr itoire qu'on a quitt e, elle est aussi hors du territoir e dans lequel on
a trouv e refuge. ' 1
Une autre cu lture bouge en nous. Les mythes jaillissent de la pcau. Les ritucls
structurent

la pensee. Les symboles vivent: resonnan'ces diachroniques . II y a

quelque s annees l'ami archeologue grec V.B. a dormi pendant troi s nuit s
consecutives d'hiver et de neige dans la tombe d'Orestc
d'initiation

a Myccne s. Rituel

vecue dan s le corps.

La tombe, le nid, la matrice, La terr e, le corps, le reve. D ans cette ancicnne
culture la mort vibre d'amour et fait na1tre la vie. Une vie qui sera en retour
traversce par La Passion des Origines.

JE I FEMME,

AUTOREPRESENTATION,

INTERCORPOREITE

1976- 1979: La Tetra log ie Corpo relle
1976: D ouble Labyrinth e, film, 55 min.
1977: L'Enfant qui a pisse des paillettes, film -action, 110 min.

Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki , Double Labyrinthe ,
1976, fi lm
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explosion of the nucleus.
Even if our theme s hav e evolved chronologically
feminine -

herm ap hrodit e -

Occasionally,

thus: I/wo man -

mythologi cal

angel, this evo luti on has not been linear.

the se preocc upation s may become entang led, or reappear, or erupt

one into the other.
The same is tru e of our medi a. If the need to expand the space of
cinemato grap hic projection ha s led to our multipl ying the screen s and mo ving
towards the three-dimensionality

of projection env ironm ent s, thi s is not to say

th at we have aba nd oned film.
Th is diagram sho uld be im ag ined as a mirror of w hich each part is mobile and is
reflected in the others. The double lab yrin th is in fact multiple. Open.

BIOGRAPHIC

DETAIL:

EX IL E

We leave Athens in 1975 ju st after the end of th e dictatorship.

Marked by the

experience of repression in all its fo rm s: political, socia l, sexual , cultural. Straining
for revo lt we discove r th e new land which can on ly be one of freedom. By a
happ y co inciden ce it is the Pari s of the '70s. The ideas of May '68 are st ill in the
air , thought rev erberates everywhere,
Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki , Double Labyrinthe,
1976, film.

the anti-psych iatri c movement, the women's

mo vement , bod y art, are in fu ll sw ing. W e are snatched up by the effervescence.
Eve n if the creation that fo llowed dev eloped in communion

with th is co nt ext, our

adhesion to it will never be total. We remain foreigners, ' the Greek wo men'.
'There is always flight in exile: flight not only from the territor y which
one has left , but also from the territor y in whi ch one has fo"und refuge. ' 1
Another cultur e moves wit hin us. M y th s spring up from under our skin . Ritual s
st ru ct ur e our thou ght. Symbols hav e life: diachronic resonanc es. A few years ago a
Greek archaeologist

friend of our s, V.B., spe nt thre e co nsecutiv e nights of w int er

snow in th e tomb of Orestes at Myce na e. A ritual of initiation exper ienced in the
body .
Tomb, nest, wo mb. Earth , body , dream. In this ancient culture, deat h vibrates
w ith love and gives birth to life. A life which w ill in turn be perme ated wit h Th e
Passion for Origins.

/ ! WOMAN,

AUTOREPRESENTATION,

INTERCORPOREITY

l 976 - 1979: The Tetralog y of the Body
1976: Double Labyrinth, film , 55 mins .
1977: The Child Who Peed Sequins, film -actio n, 110 mins .
I 978: Soma, film -action, 50 min s.

l 979: Arteria Magna in Dolore Laterali, multi-medi a perfor manc e,
l 10 min s.
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1978: Soma, film-action, 50 min .
1979: Arteria Magna in dolore laterali, performance multi-media ,
110 min.
et en 1977: Ouverture, performance, 20 min.

Tri-X-Pan Double Exposure, sequence photographique .
Double labyrinthe. Structure en miroir. Symetrie. Premiere partie: six actions de
Katerina filmees par Maria. Deuxieme partie: six actions de Maria filmees par
Katerina. Double (auto)portrait sur fond noir avec fleurs, sang, dentelles, riz,
farine (Katerina) ou ciseaux, fil rouge, coton blanc, coquillages, ex-votos, miroirs
et une tete d'agneau ecorchee (Maria). Extreme lenteur d'un temps interieur.
Silence de cri retenu.
Immersion. Des !ors notre scene privilegiee sera celle de l'inconscient et de
l'imaginaire . Des evenements agis de l'autre cote du miroir. Le corps comme
identite, l'identite comme territoire du corps, l'objet comme substantif, le geste
comme verbe, l'objectif de la camera comme miroir, le regard amoureux comme
revelateur.
Theorie: 'La mise en place du procede de la reversibilite des roles filmante / filmee
(passer successivement derriere et devant l'objectif), que nous avons longtemps
pratiquee, vient d'une intention de demontage de certains schemas ideologiques.
Bouleverser Jes roles figes, abolir Jes rapports de pouvoir, demeurer sujet des deux
cotes de la camera. Ainsi !'existence d'un sujet filmant, traditionnellement
desir, ne suppose plus un objet filme

= objet

desalienant, l'objet du regard se transforme

sujet du

du desir, mais, par un renversement

a tel degre

par son propre imaginaire

qu'il s'impose comme sujet regarde . Nous introduisons alors le terme "actante"
pour designer notre fonction devant l'o bjectif par opposition au terme "actrice".
Nous appelons notre cinema corporel.' 2 Et le corps n'est pas que matiere charnelle,
c'est le moi tout entier.

L'Enfant qui a pisse des paillettes. Arrivee de !'image fixe (diapositive) comme
rupture du flux de la projection cinematographique.

Le fixe saisit le mobile. Ma

violence est celle des chases immobilisees et ainsi rend:ies absolues. Mises en scene

baroques d'une enfance platree, ornee, pailletee, refletee, gisante, sublimee. Figuremiroir, un buste en platre de petite fille. Dans ce miroir se reflechissent 'Artemis'
et ' Kyveli ' (K. et M.). Identification . L'enfance morte et vivante en moi. Moi
fillette. Travestissements mortuaires de la statue. De la mort mise en scene

a la

mort transcendee. Le rite est une action vitale.
Installees dans la salle de projection nous manipulons Jes projecteurs et disons
des textes au micro en direct. Par notre presence nous corporalisons le rituel de la
projection qui d 'habitude suppose !'absence, !'effacement physique de !'auteur.

Soma. 3 Une etude intercorporelle.

Rouge extreme . L'ima ge du corps feminin

agie et pen;ue dans un etat d'engagement physique et psychique. Projection
simultanee sur double ecran. En diapositives et en film, des parties de nos corps

Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, L'enfant qui a pisse
des paillettes, 1977. Maria Klonaris
in multi-media projection.
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photographiees

en macrophotographie

monochrome

(rouge). Une bro che de cristal

(heritage maternel) manipul ee devan! l'objectif du proj ecteur de diap ositives fait
eclate r les images fixes et bri se les limite s rectangulaires de l' ecran rationelle

a laqu elle rout e image

no rm e

projetee doit se co nformer. Explosion rcpecee de

chaque vue au rythme du seul son encendu, un baccement cardiaquc.
Imag es du corps actives. Traces optiques de sensations tactiles . L' erog en eite du
corps feminin, un pa ysage explosif en constant eclatement radial. Le regard
tr anscende le corps (peau? visceres? exterieur ? inrerieur? epaule? geno u ? -

ocea n

rouge) pour Jui rendre so n imp act imaginaire et le faire re- naitre co mme vision du
desir. Corps d ' Amour.

Arteria magna in dolore laterali. 4 L' evenrail des ima ges s'o uvr e clans l'e space en
hemic ycle . La frontalite de la proj ection est pro gressivement abandonncc.

Sur

quatre ecra ns des aucoporcraits reciproques o bsedes par les traces mn esiqu es de
traumatismes

personnels, secrets d' un e biograp hie ne se laissanc devoil er que

partiellement.

La naissance, la mort. C iseaux, embryons, planche s medicales

incrust es sur nos visages. Lit anie silencieuse de violences et d'e nigmes soudain
emporcee par le constat d 'un traumatisme social inscrit sur le corps feminin: les
mutilati o ns sexuelles subies par les femmes africaines au no m d 'un e cco nomi e
soc iale qui Jes rcduit

a des machine s de reprodu ctio n.

'Ca r le sens du co rp s est vio lent
Ca r mon co rp s est danger de vie et d e mort
Car mon corps est de femme sujet
Car me s imag es nai ssent de tous les corps de mon corps
Ca r mes images so nt du sang manif este
Ca r faire exister mes images c'est faire exister ma revo lte
Car mon corps n'est coujours pas libr e
Ca r je ne suis pas libr e et mon corps est enra ge
Car mes images sont brill ance du regard amoureux
Ca r mes ima ges sont peau de regar d
Ca r mon regard est folie de toucher
Car ma beaute est celle du corps expose clans ses desirs et ses ble ssur es
Ca r m a violen ce est celle du corps expose clans son vecu
Car mon vecu mis

a nu

est desir d'abolir la scission entre vie et creation

Car ma nudite fait ma force et ma parol e
Car me devo iler c'es t etre pr esence
Ca r ma pr esence est amour et mena ce
Car m on co rp s est obsessio n de liberce
Ca r m es ritu els so nt cr i int erieur
Car
mon feu de cristal'

5
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and m 1977: Ouverture, performance, 20 mins.

Tri-X-Pan Double Exposure, photographic sequence.
Double Labyrinth. Mirror structure. Symmetry. Part One: six actions
performed by Katerina and filmed by Maria. Part Two: six actions performed by
Maria and filmed by Katerina. Double (self-) portrait on black ground with
flowers, blood, lace, rice, flour (Katerina) or scissors, red thread, white cotton,
shells, ex-votos, mirrors and a skinned lamb's head (Maria). The extreme slowness
of interior time. The silence of a scream held in.
Immersion. From now on our focal point will be the unconscious and the
domain of the imaginary. Events taking place on the other side of the mirror. The
body as identity, the identity as territory of the body, the object as noun, the act
as verb, the camera lens as mirror, the loving gaze as revelation.
Theory: 'The procedure of the reversibility of the roles of filmer/filmed (moving
successively behind and in front of the lens), which we set up and have been
practising for a long time, comes from our intention to dismantle certain
ideological schemata. To shatter ossified roles, to abolish power relations, to
remain subject on both sides of the camera. Thus the existence of a filming subject,
traditionally subject of desire, no longer presupposes a filmed object

= object

of

desire, but, by a disalienating reversal, the object of the gaze is transformed to
such a degree by its own processes of imagination that it imposes itself as viewed
subject. Hence we introduce the term "actante" to denote our function in front of
the lens in contrast to the term "actress". We call our cinema a cinema of the
body. '2 And the body is not only carnal matter, but the entire self.

The Child Who Peed Sequins. Arrival of the static image (the slide) as rupture
of the flux of cinematographic projection. The static grasps hold of the moving.
My violence is that of things immobilised and thus rendered absolute. Baroque
m1ses en scene of a plastered, ornate, sequined, mirrored, recumbent, sublimated
childhood. Mirror-figure,

a plaster bust of a little girl. In this mirror, 'Artemis'

and 'K yveli' (K. and M.) are reflected. Identification . Childhood dead and alive
within me. Myself as child. Dressing up the statue in funeral garb . From death
acted out to death transcended. Ritual is a vital act.
Installed in the projection room, we handle the projectors and read texts live
into the microphone. By our presence we embody the ritual of the projection
which usually presupposes the absence, the physical effacement of the author.

Soma. ·1 An intercorporeal study . Extreme red. The image of the female body
physically and psychologically engrossed. Simultaneous projection on double
screen. On slide and on film, parts of our bodies photographed in monochrome
(red) macrophotography.

A crystal brooch (maternal legacy) handled in front of

the slide projector lens makes the static images erupt and shatters the rectangular
limits of the screen -

the rational norm to which all projected images have to
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conform. The repeated explosion of each shot to the rhythm of the only sound, a
heart beat.
Active body images. Optical traces of tactile sensations. The erogeneity of the
female body, a seismic landscape in constant radial eruption. The gaze transcends
the body (skin? viscera? exterior? interior? shoulder? knee? -

red ocean) to

restore its phantastic impact and give birth to it again as a vision of desire. Body
of Love.

Arteria Magna in Dolore Laterali.4 The fan of images opens up in the
semicircular space. The frontality of the projection is progressively abandoned. On
four screens reciprocal self-portraits haunted by memory traces of personal
traumas , biographical secrets which reveal themselves only fragmentarily . Birth,
death. Scissors, embryos , medical plates incrusted on our faces. Silent litany of
violence and enigma suddenly swept away on the acknowledgement of a social
trauma inscribed upon the female body: the sexual mutilations suffered by African
women in the name of a social economy which reduces them to machines for
reproduction.

*
THE FEMININE

*

AS UNHEIMLICH,

*
THE MYTHOLOGICAL

FEMININE
1977-78:

The Unheimlich Cycle
1977-79: Unheimlich I: Secret Dialogue, film, 75 mins.
1979-80: Unheimlich II: Astarte, film, 180 mins.
1979-80: Kha. Women Embalmed (by M .K.), film, 60 mins.
1980-81: Unheimlich III: The Mothers, multi-media performance
and film, 120 mins.

Unheimlich, the term which Freud explored,

6

denotes the disconcerting, the

strangely disquieting, the enigmatic, the familiar turned strange, the repressed
which reveals itself ,anew . 'One terms "unheimlich" all that should remain secret,
hidden, but which manifests itself' (Schelling). Associating the feminine with the
repressed, we posited the return of the feminine as unheimlich. What should
remain hidden makes itself manifest. The feminine surges up from the unconscious
and the unconscious leaps onto the sensitive surface of the film. Does that imply
that feminine and unconscious are similar in substance? 'It seems to me that the
first question one should ask is what the repressed feminine could be in what is
currently termed unconscious ...

Whether the feminine has an unconscious or is

the unconscious. ' 7

Unheimlich I: Secret Dialogue, Unheimlich II: Astarte, Kha - Women
Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, Unheimlich II: Astarti,
1980, film.

Embalmed: Behind closed eyes. Muted chromatic range. The only colours black,
white, gold, silver. Veils, drapes, the suavity of the fold. Caravaggist lighting: the
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LE FEM/NIN

COM ME UNHEIMLICH,

LE FEM/NIN

MYTHOLOGJQUE

Le Cycle de l'Unheimlich

1977-78:

1977-79: Unheimlich I: Dialogue secret, film, 75 min .
1979-80: Unheimlich II: Astarti, film, 180 min.
1979-80: Kha. Les Embaumees (de M.K.), film, 60 min.
1980-81: Unheimlich III: Les Meres, performance multi-media et
film, 120 min.

Unheimlich, le terme explore par Freud,
inquietant, l'enigmatique,

6

designe le deconcertant,

l'etrangement

le familier tourne en etrange, le refoule qui se montre

nouveau. 'On appelle "unheimlich"

a

tout ce qui devrait rester secret, cache et qui se

manifeste' (Schelling). Associant le feminin au refoule, nous avons pose le retour
du feminin comme unheimlich. Ce qui devrait rester cache, se manifeste. Le
feminin surgit de l'inconscient et l'inconscient bondit sur la surface sensible de la
pellicule. Est-ce que cela implique que feminin et inconscient seraient de matiere
semblable? 'Il me semble que la premiere question

a se poser,

c'est de savoir ce

qui, dans ce qu'on designe actuellement comme inconscient, serait du feminin
refoule ...

Si le fem.inin a un inconscient ou s'il est l'inconscient. ' 7

Unheimlich I: Dialogue secret, Unheimlich II: Astarti, Kha -

Les

Embaumees: derriere Jes paupieres closes. Gamme chromatique restreinte . Seules
couleurs le noir, le blanc, l'or, ['argent. Voiles, drappes, suavite du pli . Eclairage
caravaggiste: la violence faite par la lumiere sur l'ombre du corps . Toute puissance
du reflet, de tout ce qui reflete la lumiere et de tout ce qui multiplie le visible
revelant Jes limites du corps opaque . Identite baroque.
'Au centre de l'ecran, icone japonaise sur fond noir, une figure
majestueuse vetue d'un somptueux brocart. Or. Masque noir sur les
yeux, visage peint

a la poudre

de riz. Blanc. Cheveux recouverts d'un

chale de velours. Noir. La bordure de franges est suspendue comme une
grille de soie devant le visage. Une riche fleur doree orne la tempe
gauche. Les mains, gantees de cuir noir, tiennent un eventail en bois de
santal ajoure. Silenci euse, tout en nous fixant du regard, l'actante (M. K.)
s'adonne

a la manipulation

rituelle de l'eventail. Ouverture vers le bas,

ouverture vers le haut, fermeture -

gestes visiblement empruntes

a la

tradition du No. Soudain on verra l'or du drape s'agiter. Tremblement de
lumiere. La figure semble vouloir se debarrasser de sa tenue hieratique .
D'un mouvement fou de la tete elle defait son chale qui glisse et decouvre
des cheveux poudres d'or ...
donne lieu

a une

Le brocart fondu en pulsations lumineuses

longue sequence de trajectoires en paraboles et de

calligraphies en or. Desir d'annuler !'image et sa charge symbolique?
Iconoclasme? Revelation du caractere provisoire de la representation?
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violence which light does to the shadows of the body. Omnipotence of the
reflection, of all that reflects light and of all that multiplies the visible revealing the
limits of the opaque body. Baroque identity.
'In the centre of the screen, a Japanese icon on black ground, a majestic
figure clad in sumptuous brocade . Gold. A black mask over the eyes, the
face painted with rice powder. White. Hair covered with a velvet shawl.
Black. The fringe border hangs like a silken grille in front of the face. A
rich golden flower adorns the right temple. The hands, gloved in black
leather, hold an openwork sandalwood fan. Silently, staring at us, the
actante (M. K.) gives herself over to the ritual manipulation of the fan .

Opening it at the bottom, opening it at the top, closing it -

her gestures

visibly borrowed from the Noh tradition . Suddenly one sees the gold of
the drapery stirring. The light trembles. The figure seems to want to rid
herself of her hieratic clothing . In a wild shake of the head she dislodges
her shawl which slides down to reveal gold-spangled hair . . . The
brocade dissolves in luminous pulsations generating a long sequence of
parabolic trajectories and golden calligraphies. The desire to annul the
image and its symbolic weight? Iconoclasm? Revelation of the_p.i:ovisional
nature of representation? The desire to destroy the artifice, the
appea rance? Life-force manifesting itself in abstraction? The represented

is now the light, the music of the camera, the momentum of the hand
that films, the trace of movement. Space explodes, hence time is
shattered .
Thus the Persona is eclipsed in favour of light and the subject reveals
itself as pure energy.
Thus the baroque gold disappears and is transmuted.'

8

Astarte. Greek name for lshtar, the Moon goddess whose cult was perhaps the

most widespread during antiquity. By uprooting her from her religious context we
approached Astarte as concept, feminine principle, activation of a latent memory.
The awakening of ancient signs . Rediscovery and incorporation of the symbolism
of the lunar feminine .
Black ground and montage in black, chasm in which faces, apparitions doomed
to disappear, come to implode in silence. Everything slips and flees. The film,
mirror-river,

mobile collection of reflections .

The Mothers. Our first film shot in the open in a familiar and haunted place:

the Greek landscape . Ritual of the return to the maternal earth. After five years of
intense work on identity (limitless), after eight nocturnal works made in the closed
space, decked in black drapes, of our Parisian apartment, the diurnal space erupts.
Greece within me: the ruins and the sea. Waves, foam, vestiges of abandoned
houses, homes pierced by the wind, inside shot through with outside. Drawing
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Desir de detruire !'artifice, le para1tre? Force vitale qui se manifeste par
!'abstraction? Le represente est maintenant la lumiere, la musique de la
camera, l'elan du poignet filmant, la trace du mouvement. L'espace eclate,
le temps en est bouleverse.
Ainsi s'eclipse la Persona au profit de la lumiere et le sujet se manifeste
comme pure energie .
Ainsi s'evanouit et se transmue !'or baroque. ' 8
Astarti. Norn grec d'Ishtar, la deesse Lune dont le culte fut peut-etre le plus
repandu pendant l'antiquite. En la deracinant de son contexte religieux, nous avons
aborde Astarti comme concept, principe feminin, activation d'une memoire latente.
Eveil de signes anciens. Redecouverte et incorporation de la symbolique du
feminin lunaire.
Fond noir et montage au noir, ab1me ou viennent imploser silencieusement Jes
visages, apparitions vouees

a la disparition.

Tout glisse et fuit. La pellicule, miroir

fleuve, collection mobile de reflets.

a l'exterieur en un lieu familier et hante:
a la terre maternelle. Apres cinq ans d'intense

Les Meres. Notre premier film tourne
le paysage grec. Rituel de retour

travail sur l'identite (illimitee), apres huit oeuvres nocturnes realisees clans l'espace
dos, recouvert de fonds noirs, de notre appartement parisien, eclate l'espace
diurne. La Grece en moi: les ruines et Jes mers. Yagues, ecume, vestiges de
maisons abandonnees, foyers perces par le vent, dedans traverse par le dehors.
Retirant la limite entre espace exterieur et espace interieur, Les Meres plongent
clans nos origines. Neuf femmes apparaissent clans le film, des amies, nos meres,
nous-memes. Elles surgissent du paysage comme des reminiscences d'un temps
antique, matrilineaire, mythes diffus, spectres des elements. lnquietante etrangete
de la memoire.
Et comme si cette grande etendue de l'exterieur ne pouvait pas s'accommoder
d'un espace restreint de projection, nous avons multiplie Jes ecrans de telle maniere
que le dehors entoure le public. Habillees de blanc, nous sommes nous-memes
devenues ecrans -

projection du dehors sur nos corps. Deux paravents, ecrans

mobiles specialement construits permettaient des variations de !'angle de projection
et des effets de profondeur spatiale. Dans l'un etaient incrustes un miroir, une
vitre et une porte qui s'ouvrait. Dans l'autre une fenetre. Ouvertures vers le
dehors, vers le dedans. Sorties.

L'HERMAPHRODITE
1982-1985: Le Cycle des Hermaphrodites
1982: M ystere I: Hermaphrodite endormi/ e, installation
multi-media.
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back th e bo und ary betwe en exter io r and int erior space, The Moth ers plun ge into
o ur o rigins. N ine wo men app ear in the film , fri end s, our moth ers, ourselves. Th ey
surge up fro m th e land scape like remini scences of an antiqu e tim e, diffu se myth s,
spectr es of the element s. Di squi etin g str angeness of mem o ry .
A nd as if thi s vast experience of th e ext erior we re unable to accomm odate itself
to

a restri cted pro jection space, we multipli ed th e screens so as to make th e

ou tside sur ro und th e publi c. Dr essed in white , we our selves becam e screens -

th e

outs ide p rojec ted ont o o ur bodi es. T wo specially co nstru cted mo bile screens
allowed for variatio ns in the angle of p ro ject ion and effects of spat ial depth. In o ne
th ere was a mirror , a glass pane and a doo r w hich opened . In th e oth er a w indo w.
Op ening o ut w ard s, inw ard s. Ex its.

TH E H ERMAPHRODIT

E

The Hermaphrodite Cycle

1982-8 5:

1982: Mystery I: Sleeping hermaphrodite , multi-media install ation .
1983 : Orlando -

Hermaphrodite III , multi -medi a performan ce, 40 mins .

1984: Hermaphrodites , radi oph onic film, 140 min s.
1982-1 985 : Gardens of the Sleeping Hermaphrodite , film, 80 min s.
T he herm ap h ro dit e ent ers th e scene.
'Yo ur tre atment of the myth of th e hermaph ro dite seem s to me to be the
o ut co me of th e wo rk th at yo u ha ve do ne aro und an aesth etic of th e
art ificial. I think of yo ur ow n masked, made-up , cos tum ed , transvested
images. Soo ner or late r you were go ing to arri ve at the th eme of th e
and rogyne w hich is th e summit of the artifi cial poetic body , so desirabl e
in its imp oss ible co mp leteness.
Mo reove r, the mys tiqu e of the sy nth etic body seems with you to go hand
in hand w ith th at of techn o logy . .. Th e pr esence of th e techniqu e w hich
is at once th e grea t step fo rwa rd and th e great myth of th e twentieth
centur y, un de rli nes the double characte r -

archaic and up-to- th e-minut e

of your film ic and enviro nm enta l wor k .' 9

from W o man as All to the H erm aph ro dite, th ere is o nly a slidin g of images. In
cert ain so ur ces, As tart e appea rs as and rogy no us godd ess and ann o un ces th e
alchemi cal figur es of th e coincident ia oppositorum .
T he Lo uvre H er map hro dit e is an ado lescent. A H ellenistic statue of unkn ow n
aut hors hip, reclinin g on a m attr ess by Bernin i -

a meetin g of two eras of th e

co llapse of classicism: alexandri sm and th e baroqu e.
Th e herm aph ro dit e is asleep . Th e activ e passivity of the sleep er. Sleep as
aband o n and passage to th e oth er scene. Th e installatio n w hich we pr esent ed at th e
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1983: Orlando -

Hermaphrodite II, performance multi-media,

40 min.
1984: Hermaphrodites, film radiophonique,

140 min.

1982-1985: Jardins de !'Hermaphrodite endormi/e, film, 80 min.
Entree en scene de !'Hermaphrodite.
'Votre traitement du mythe de !'hermaphrodite

me para1t etre

l'abourissement du travail que vous avez accompli
esthetique de l'artificiel.

Je pense a vos

a partir

d'une

propres images masquees,

maquillees, constumees, travesties. Vous deviez tot ou tard en arriver

a la

thematique de l'androgyne qui est le comble du corps poetique artificiel,
si desirable dans son impossible complerude.
La mystique du corps synthetique semble de reste marcher de pair chezvous avec celle de la technologie ...

a la fois le grand

La presence de la technique qui est

progres et le grand mythe du 20e siecle, souligne le

double caractere archa.ique et actuel de votre oeuvre filmique et
environnementale. ' 9
De la Femme comme Tout

a !'Hermaphrodite,

ii n'y a qu'un glissement

d'images . Dans certaines sources, Astarti appara1t comme deesse androgyne et
annonce les figures alchimiques de la coincidentia oppositorum .
L'Hermaphrodite

du Louvre est un adolescent. Statue hellenistique de sculpteur

inconnu, allongee sur un matelas realise par Bernini d'effondrement

rencontre de deux eres

des classicismes: l'alexandrisme et le baroque.

L'hermaphrodite
abandon et passage

est endormi. Passivite active du dormeur. Le sommeil comme

a l'autre

scene . L'installation que nous avons presentee

a la

Xlle Biennale de Paris erait imaginee non seulement comme une transposition de la
statue dans le temps et l'espace de l'histoire de !'art (du Louvre au Musee d'Art
Moderne de la Ville de Paris) , mais aussi comme un Retour: immersion dans
quelque chose de magique, nostalgie d'une harmonie perdue, quete amoureuse. Un
travail sur l'insaisissable .
Un grand espace de 25 x 6m erait rituellement divise en trois parties et
pratiquement

recouv ert de projections -

boucles de films et diapositives: la statue

projetee sur des ecrans de tulle, des roses ou des nuages sur des ecrans circulaires
poses au sol, des lueurs en fuite sur un ecran en forme de trapeze, deux portraits
de nous somptueusement

costumees et tenant des coupes de cristal remplie s de

roses. Univers visuel reflete dans le son. Fragments de mu siques baroques, voix
voluptueuses de haute -contre, bribes de textes reperes . La repetition comme
incantation, comme reminiscence et comme prophetie qui vou s met face

a la

structure plane du temps (le temps serait-il un miroir sans bords?).
C'est ainsi que !'installation multi-media devient Salle de Miroirs. Miroirs
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12th Pari s Biennale was envisaged not merely as a tran sposition of the statue in the
time and space of art history (from the Louvre to the Musee d' Art Moderne de la
Ville de Par is), but also as a Return: an immersion in so methin g magical, a
no stalgia for a lost harmon y, an amorou s quest. A work on th e ungr aspable.
A large space of 25 x 6 m was ritually divided into thre e parts and co vered with
projection s -

loops of films and slide s : the statue was projected onto tulle

screen s, roses or clouds were projected onto circular screens placed on the floor,
fleeting rays onto a trapezoid screen , two portraits of our selves sumptu o usly
costu med and holdin g crystal gob lets filled w ith roses . A visua l universe reflect ed
in so und . F ragme nt s of baro qu e mu sic, voluptuou s co unt er-t eno r voices, snipp ets
of rep eated texts. Repetition as incantation , as reminiscence and as prophec y w hich
places yo u face to face with th e planar structure of time (could time be a mirror
with o ut edge s?)
It is thu s th at the multi-media install ation becomes H all of Mirrors. Di stortin g
mirrors doubtl ess . Al so, mirrors w hich loo k at themselves at the same time as the y
loo k at yo u .

Orlando. On a theatre set, 10 installed behind a batt ery of projectors we proj ect
fixed and mobile images which animate th e mosa ic of Orlando: visions in black
and whit e occa sio nall y cloud ed with magenta and cyan . F rames, positive s,
negat ives, shades of grey, texture s of light. Water, naked trees, lumin o us trail s, a
revo lver, tigers. Above all, masked gam es inverted, trans v estments, slippages on
the tran spa ren cy of the frontier of th e sexes. Vague atmosphere of a crime thriller.
'A bo ut ther e being a change in Orlando th e man and Orlando th e
wo man , was ceasing to be altogether true .
The change of clothes had much to do , with it.
Hi s neat br eaches

his braid ed coa t

a wo man' s sat in bodic e
Different though the sexes are the y intermix
For it was this mi xture in her of man and woma n th e curious of her own
sex. ' 11
A text in echoes, no cturn al, ellipti c. A ccount of the tran sfo rmation of th e hero
into a woma n in Virginia Woo lf's novel. Th e poet ic dimen sion of th is natural
slidin g from one sex to the other in sleep calls fo r a voyage in to th e fragile
appearance s of th e Persona and noct urn al light. Frag ment s of rock mu sic
punctuate :rnd suspend the images. Seduction suspended. Second engagement w ith
the un graspa blc .

Marie Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, Orlando Hermaphrodite II, 1983, multi m edia projection .
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anamorphosants

sans doute. Aussi, miroirs qui se regardent en vous regardant.

Orlando. Sur une scene de theatre,

10

installees derri ere une batterie de

projecteurs nous projetons les images fixes et mobiles qui animent la mosa·ique
d 'O rlando : visions en noir et blanc parfois troublees de magenta et de cyan.
Trames , positifs, negatifs, degres de gris, textures de lumiere. L'cau, des arbres
nus, des trainees lumineuses, un revolver, des tigres . Surtout des jeux de masques
inverses, travestissements, glissements sur la transparence de la frontier e des sexes.
Vague atmosphere de film de ser ie noire .
'A bout ther e being a change in Orlando the man and Orlando the
woman, was ceasing to be altogether true.
The change of clothes had much to do with it.
His neat breach es

his braided coat

a wo man' s satin bodice
Different th ough the sexes are the y intermi x
For it was this mixtur e in her of man and woma n
the curious of her own sex.' 11
Un texte en echos, nocturne , elliptique. Recit de la transformation

du hero s en

femme clans le roman de Virginia Woolf. La dim ension poetiqu e de ce glisseme nt
nature! d'un sexe a l'a utr e opere clans le som meil, appelle a un voyage clans les
apparences fragiles de la Persona et de la lumi ere no cturn e. Des fragments de
musique rock rythment et suspendent les ima ges. Suspendue la seduction.
Deuxieme essai sur l'insaisis sab le.

COUPE

DIAGONAL£

: LE REVE

D ' ELECTRA

L'installation multi -media Le R ev e d'El ectra a ete conc;ue dir ecte ment apres

Mystere !: H ermaphrodite endormi le 12 et reali see par ·etapes jusqu'a sa forme la
plu s complete en 1987. Elle est done contemporaine d'Orlando et du Cycle Anges

et Archanges. C'es t un e oeuvre de croisements.
Des dernieres oeuvres du Cycle de l'Unh eim lich elle prolon ge le reve du Retour
a la Mere par un renvers ement non viol ent. D e !'He rmaphrodit e elle partage le
sommeil : Electra est pr esente·e so us les apparence s de la dormeu se clans la fameuse
sequence de Metropolis de Fritz Lang ou a lieu la tr ansfusion psychiqu e de
l'h ero "ine en etat d'hypnos e a son doubl e inanim e, l'andro"ide-femm e (C lytemne str c
clans no tr e interpr etation) .
'L e somm eil c'est le lieu du reve. Le Theatre des tran sform ations.
Orlando change de sexe au cours du sommeil. Tou s Jes po ssibles sont
realisables clans le reve pui squ e l'opacit e phy sique du mond e de l' eveil ne
fait plu s obstacle. La loi de la causa lite ne fonctionn e pas, aucune des lois
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Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, L'Ange : Corps des
Etoiles , 1986.

DIAGONAL

SECTION:

THE

DREAM

OF ELECTRA

The multi -media insta llation The Dream of Electra was conceived direc tly after

Myster y I : Sleeping Hermaphrodite

12

and realised in stages until it reached its most

co mpl ete form in 1987. It is thus contemporaneous

with Orlando and the Cycle of

Angels and Archangels. It is a crossroads work.
Of the fina l works of th e Unheimlich Cycle, it prolongs the dream of the Return
of the Mother by a non-vio lent reversal. With the Hermaphrodite

it shares sleep:

Electra is introduced under the guise of th e sleeping woman in the famo us
sequence of fritz Lang's Metropolis in w hich the heroine is psychicall y transfused
in a state of hypn os is into her inanimat e d oubl e, th e android wo man (in o ur
accou nt C lyte mne stra).
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de la physique Newtonnienne

n'y fonctionne, le temps peut devenir un

reseau de temps divergents, convergeants et paralleles, comme clans ce
jardin de Borges ou clans cette interpretation

de la mecanique quantique

par Everett et Wheeler qui postulenr !'existence de plusieurs mondes
paralleles. En fin de compte le reve c'est ce qui met en echec le pouvoir
absolu que notre culture confere au monde die exterieur ou reel et qui
n'est, semble-t-il, qu'une construction

parmi d'autres de la conscience.

Le sommeil c'est l'etat charismatique qui nous ouvre
transparence et la transparence du monde.'
La transparence du monde nous mene

a !'Ange.

a notre

propre

13

De !'Ange, le Reve d'Electra

annonce l' esp ace stellaire.

L 'ANGE,

CORPS

DES £TOI

1985:

Anges et Archanges

LES

1985: Mystere II: Incendie de I' Ange, performance multi-media,
40 min.
1986: L'Ange. Corps des Etoiles, sequence photographique.
1986: Incendie de I' Ange suive de

Petit Traite d'Angelologie, film radiophonique,
1987-88: Angelophanies, sequence photo-typographique

120 min.
.

1988: Incendie de I' Ange, livr e d'artiste, edition origin ale limitee.
1988-90: Voies Lactees. Palimpsestes, sequence photographique

sur

palette graphique.
En projet: video.
Au depart une photographie

trouvee, portrait 'clinique' d'hermaphrodite,

decouverte par Maria clans les archives de son pere gyneco logue-chirurgien.
Personnage mysterieux aux yeux bandes, sexe de femme et corps d'homme. Ange
annonciateur?

Il opere le glissement clans l'imaginaire: de !'hermaphrodite

Du double sexe

a l"horsexe'

14 •

a l'ange.

Double inverse, negatif et revers, miroir magique .

'L' Ange est non pas l'un et l'autre sexe, comme !'hermaphrodite,

mais ni

l'un ni l'autre. C'est une autre forme de toute puissance. Une toute
puissance par abstraction . ' 15
L'espace que ce corps nous a ouvert est celui des constellations. Nebuleuses,
galaxies, amas globulaires aspires par la surface de ce corps qu'elles viennent
sub limer, vio lenrer, devorer pour reveler une intime parente.

Jamais

nous n'avons

autant creuse une image. Plus vivant qu'un corps vivant, plus mythologique que
tout corps desire, plus plein qu'une page vide, plus vide qu'un jardin zen, plus
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'S leep is the site of the dream. The Theatre of transformations.

Orlando

changes sex whi lst asleep. All things are realisab le in the dream since the
physical opacity of the waking world is no longer an obstacle. The law of
causa lity no longer functions, none of the laws of Newtonian

physics

function, time can become a network of divergent, convergent and
parallel times, as in that garden of Borges or in that interpretation

of

quantum mechanics by Everett and Wheeler which postulates the
existence of several para llel worlds . Ultimately,

the dream is what puts a

check on the absolute power that our culture confers upon the so-called
rea l or exterio r world and which, it seems, is only one construct of the
consc iousness among others.
Sleep is the charismatic sta te wh ich opens us up to our own transparency
and the transparency
The transparency

of the world.'

13

of the world leads us to the Angel. The Dream of Electra

announces the Ange l's stellar space.

THE ANGEL,
1985-

BODY

OF THE STARS

Angels and Archangels
1985: Mystery II: The Angel Ablaze, multi-media

performance,

1986: The Angel. Body of the Stars, photographic

sequence.

40 mins.

I 986: The Angel Ablaze followed by Short Treaty on Angelology, radiophonic
film , 120 mins.
1987-88: Angelophanies, photo-typographical

seq uence.

1988: The Angel Ablaze, artist's book, original limited edition.
1988-90: Milky Ways. Palimpsest s, photographic
Planned:
As point of departure,

sequence on graphic palette.

video.
a photograph,

the 'clinical' portrait of a hermaphrodite,

which Maria had fo und amongst the archives of her father, a gynaecological
surgeon. Mysterious

blindfolded character, with female genitalia and male body .

Heralding angel? It performs the slipp age into the imaginary: from the
hermaphrodite

to the angel. From the double sex to the 'horsexe'.

14

Double

inversion, negative and reverse, magic mirror.
'The angel is not both sexes at once, like the hermaphrodite,
Maria Klonaris and Katherina
Thomadaki, lncendie de /'Ange,
1985. Stephane Ni gard plays
electric guitar and mu lti -med ia
performance. (Photo Veronique
Boutroux)

one sex nor th e other. It is another form of omnipotence.
omnipotence

but neither
An

by abstraction. ' 15

The space which this body revealed to us is that of the conste llatio ns. Nebulae,
g:ilaxies, glob ular masses sucked in by the surface of this body which they then
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sombre qu'un trou noir, plus lumineux que le sabre de feu de l' Archange, ce corps
detient un immense secret. Nous le laissons nous guider dans les metamorphoses
des formes et clans les mutations des supports. Il genere des sons, des poemes, des
musiques, des espaces, des centaines de tirages photographiques,
inventer des techniques (en phototypographie

nous pousse

par exemple), nous attire

a

a de

nouveaux outils (ordinateurs, palettes electroniques), cherche de nouvelles
transparences.
Le corps lumineux qui s'auto-transforme

et s'auto-genere sur fond de ciel est

une Intelligence fluide. Miroir Brulant. Cordon ombilical entre la memoire du
corps et la memoire du monde.
'Les yeux bandes, le sexe

a nu,

l'ange est en feu.

Ce trou noir ou par exces de gravite la courbure de l'espace devient
negative, je ne me le represente pas.
Ce temps semblable

a une

Voie Lactee ou les noyes remontent

je ne me le represente pas. Si le temps remonte

a vitesse

a reculons,

infinie, ii n'y

a plus au monde que du present?
Le sexe ni l'ange n'est objet de representation.'

16

Paris, July 1990.
NOTES
1. Marie-Jose Mondzain, 'Corps Mousaion',

a Paris,

2. Klonaris / Thomadaki,
3. Soma

Catalogue Klonaris I Thomadaki:

Dix ans de cinema

Galerie Donguy, A.S.T.A.R.T.I. Archives, 1985.

= corps

Portaits I Miroirs, Cinema du Musee, Centre Georges Pompidou,

en grec. Breuvage sacre provoquant

4. Titre inspire des planches anatomiques
5. M.K.-K.T.: 'Manifeste

de Andreas Vesalius, XVle siecle.

pour un cinema corporel',

6. Sigmund Freud, 'L'lnquietante

1978.

etrangete' ('Das Unheimliche'),

appliquee, Paris: ldees / Gallimard,

1984.

l'extase chez les Hindous.

Essais de psychanalyse

1956.

7. Luce lrigaray, Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un, Paris: Minuit, 1977.
8. Extrait d' ldentite baroque, texte inedit de K. Thomadaki.
9. Aline Dallier, entretien pour Hermaphrodites
Radiophonique,

par M.K.-K.T., Atelier de Creation

France Culture 1984.

a la Grande

10. Premiere presentation

Salle du Centre Pompidou.

11. Virginia Woolf, Orlando (fragments).
12. Projet pour !'exposition

'Electra' au Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 1983.

13. M.K.-K.T., entretien par Madeleine Van Doren, Catalogue Le Reve d'Electra, Galerie Edouard
Manet, Gennevilliers,

1987.

14. Horsexe est un neologisme
sur le Transsexualisme,

de Lacan que Catherine Millot a choisi comme titre de son Essai

Paris: Point Hors Ligne, 1983.

15. Catherine Millot, entretien pour Petit Traite d'Angelologie,

par M.K.-K.T., A.C.R., France

Culture, 1986.
16. Bernard Teyssedre, 'Six regards sur le Sexe de l'Ange', preface pour lncendie de /'Ange de
M.K.-K.T., Paris: Editions Tierce, 1988.
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sublimate, assault, devour in order to reveal an intimate kinship . Never before
have we explored an image in such depth. More alive than a living body, more
mythological than any desir ed body, fuller than an empty page, emptier than a
Zen garden, darker than a black hole, more luminous than the Archangel's fiery
sword, this body holds an immense secret. We allow it to guide us in the
metamorphosis

of forms and in the transformation

of materials. It engenders

soun ds, poems, music, spaces, hundreds of photographic prints, pushes us to
invent new techniques (for example photo-typographical

ones), draws us towards

new tools (computers, electronic palett es), seeks out new transparencies .
The brilliant body which tran sfor ms itself and generates itself against the
celestial backdrop is a fluid Int elligence. Burnin g mirror. Umbilical cord linking
the memory of the body and the memory of the world.

*

*

*
Translated by Kate Winskell

NOTES
1. Marie -Jose Mondzain , 'Corps Mousaion ', Catalogue Klonaris/Thomadaki:

a Paris,

2. Klonaris/Thomadaki
3. Soma

Dix ans de cinema

Galerie Donguy , A.S.T.A.R.T.I. Archives, 1985.
Portraits /Mirrors, Cinema de Musee, Centre Georges Pompidou,

1984.

= body in Greek. Sacred drink which provokes ecstasy in Hindu rite.

4. Title inspired by the anatomical

plates of Andreas Vesalius, 16th century.

5. M.K .-K.T.: 'Manifeste pour un cinema corporel',
6. Sigmund
appliquee,

Freud, ' L'lnquietante

1978.

Etrangete' ('Das Unheimliche'),

Essais de psychanalse

Paris: ldees /Gallimard , 1956.

7. Luc e lragaray, Ce sexe qui n 'en est pas un , Paris: Minuit, 1977.
8. Extract from Baroque Identity, unpublished

text by K. Thomadaki.

9. Aline Dallier, interview for Hermaphrodites

by M.K. -K.T., Atelier de Creation Radiophonique,

France Culture 1984.
10. First presented in the Grande Salle of the Centre Pompidou .
11. Virginia Woolf, Orlando (fragments).
12. Plan for the exhibition

'Electra ' at the Musee d'art Moderne de la Ville de Paris , 1983.

13. M.K .-K.T., int erv iewed by Madel eine Van Doren, Catalogue Le Reve d'Electra, Galerie
Edouard Manet , Gennevilliers,
14. Horsexe (beyond-the-sexes)

1987.
is a neologism of Lacan which Catherine Millot chose as title for

her Essai sur le Transsexualisme , Paris: Point Hors Ligne , 1983.
15. Catherine Millot , interview for Petit Traite d'Angelologie,

by M.K .-K.T., A.C.R., France Culture ,

1986.
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Reviews are arranged
geographically, by the venue
at which the performance,
exhibition, event or
installation being reviewed
took place: firstly London ;
then other towns and cities
in the United Kingdom, in
alphabetical order; and lastly
towns and cities in other
countries.

LONDON
Joseph Beuys
The End of the Twentieth
Century
Anthony d'Offay Gallery

Reviewed by Stuart Morgan
Since Joseph Beuys' death remounted versions of his work
have acquired a different status.
It is no use remarking, as one
hapless reviewer did, that the
arrangement of thirty-one
floorbound basalt chunks that
make up The End of the
Twentieth Century are
reminiscent of the way the sleds
cascade from the van in Beuys'
The Pack; he is comparing the
artist's own version of the latter
with a revival of the former
carried out in the artist's absence.
Saying so may seem to violate all
th e assumptions on which the
genre rests, but nowadays any
installation of Beuys' scu lptur e
must be regarded as a critica l

int erpretatio n of the "original".
Photographs of Beuys' own
version of The End of the
Twen tieth Century at the Ga lerie
Schmela in Di.isseldorf in 1983
show th e viewer's gradual
approach to the work down a
staircase. In a basement space the
basalt lozenges - thirty-nine of
them, at least - were ranged in
rows, the circular incisions on
the upper part of one end, where
a face wou ld be on a body, all
pointing in the same direction
except where one seemed to have
topp led over another. In
London, thirty-one of these were
placed in a space on a level wit h
the incoming visitor, who
suddenly made intimate contact
with a set of forms now less
reminiscent of sarcophagi and
more of petrified tree-trunks that
may have fallen that way
th ousands of years befo re, but
with that flowing motion the
reviewer mentioned.
Making the arrangement
appear hapha zard encouraged
one particular emphasis in
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London reconstruction of
Beuyss' insta llation the idea of
death as sleep - regarded by
Aries as an archetype of medieval
Western Christian thinki ng has been replaced by the
suggestion of a voyage, which
squares well with Beuyss' interest
in shamanism. Is a defensible
alternative interpretation the sole
criterion for a successful revival
of a classic installation? The
success of the London exhibition
might suggest that it should be.

Jane Mulfinger
Deluge
Camera wo rk

Reviewed by Tony White

interpretation. Much of the
visual interest of the work lies in
the difference between each
stone, achieved by slicing away a
circular section from each and
replacing it. After this, each disc
sits differently because of the
addition of felt and fat, usual
symbols of energy, warmth and
transformation in Beuys'
thinking, plus clay, perhaps the
most ancient symbol of fertility .
However slight the indentation,
the stones have become sealed
v.essels. The body in general, not
only the human body, has turned
inwards, perhaps as a response to
attack. They seem to exist in a
state of suspended animation. In
the past, the millenium has been
synonymous with the sense of an
ending. If reports of the year

1OOOare to be trusted, the end of
this century, which is also the
end of the millenium, will bring
a heightened sense of an ending .
Beuys' End of the Twentieth
Century, however, is concerned
with neither resurrection nor
afterlife, but with a dichotomy
between spirit and its vehicle, a
division it has become impossible
to entertain in a "me" -orientated
society. (Two friendships
between Beuys and other famous
men blossomed during the 80s:
with Andy Warhol, who had
reduced his own presence to a
cipher so that a team of imitators
could double for him at parties;
and with the Dalai Lama, whom
Buddhists believe to be the
thirteenth consecutive incarnation
of the same spirit) . In the

Jane Mulfinger's installation
Deluge begins before you enter
the building . The glass S!Orefront of Camerawork is lined
completely with clothes . At first
glance the identity of the
building is concealed. There's
nothing unusual about a shop
window full of clothes in this
part of London, it could be
another of the several thousand
wholesale rag-trade outlets that
crowd the East End from
Stepney through Whitechapel
and Shoreditch to Bethnal Green.
But the clothes are pressed
right up against the glass. They
are all blue . The kagoules,
underwear, cardigans and
pyjamas are all sewn together,
effectively blocking any view of
the gallery beyond. Inside, a
dark blue rectangular space is
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defined by sheets of silky cloth,
which hang beneath a false
perspex roof, itself lined with
more clothes. The only thing
which is not blue is a single,
finely embroidered white
baptismal gown in the centre of
the ceiling.
In the extensive and
anonymous catalogue essay, it is
suggested that Deluge challenges
the legitimating narrati ves of
religion and that, as participants
in this installation, we are caught
in a moment which inscribes a
vacillation between birth
(through baptism) and death (by
drowning) . Deluge, it continues,
'secularizes the great religious
mys teries of life and death ' and
suggests that the only way to
reconcile this birth-death
scenario and transcend our
mortality is through an
awareness of history (represented
by th e clothes) rather than by
regarding these experiences as
moments in a pre -o rdain ed cycle.
The trouble is that th e attempt to
problematize the unquestioning
acceptance of one legitimating

meta -narrative in effect rep laces
it with a new narrative that is
equally hermetic .
The distance between the
catalogue essay and what was
actua lly there in the space was
dramatic: for 'fleeting human
pr esences fading ... in and out
of view with the delicacy of hol y
apparitions', read 'two Kodak
carousels project images onto a
curtain'. There is no mystery
her e. There is metaphor and the
use of metaphor in this context is
negotiated implicitly, like it or
not, through the location of the
work within certain language
games: notably , radical art
discourse of the last twenty yea rs
and the knowledge of how
lan guage is used in thi s kind of
work . The catalogue's reading of
the piece demands that, to
borrow Baudrillard's words, we
'take flight from appearances and
watch over the depth of meaning
... dismiss[ing] appearances as a
malefaction.' Perhaps th e
Baudrillardean position, that
there are 'no more illusions .
everything [is] immediately

4

transparent, visible, exposed', is
quite useful in the face of such
overstated exegesis, which f
found to be annoying and
counter-productive. In fact, after
looking at the catalogue notes
my reading of the piece became
almost wilfully aphasic .
It was a shame that the
strengths of the piece were
und ermined by thi s
accompanying text, since aside
from this problem, Deluge, was
a well executed installation, with
genuine moments of beauty: the
after image left on the drape s
each time the slides faded out,
the white baptismal gown alone
in a field of blue. There were
also accidenta l incongruities.
Much is made in the catalogue
essay of the references to water
(baptism, drowning, the
's ubmarine setting'). Seemingl y
reinforcing these references was
the low gurgling noise of the
water running through pipes, but
on inspection thi s turned out to
be the gallery's hot water system.
Far from compromising the
work, however, such accidents as
these served rather to enrich it
and to open it out to a
multiplicity of other, perh~ps
mor e mode st, but also more
pertinent readings.
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Peter Zegveld
Situaties
ICA

Reviewed by alex x fraser
Recently, in Utrecht, Pet er
Zegveld exhibited an installation
consisting of a metal chamber 6 x
2.5 x 2.5 metres; black
externally, shining white
internally. A red carpet led the
solitary audience member inside
where s/he sat in a chrome
dentist's chair wearing
headphones and listening to
'aeroplane music'. The chamber
was closed. Then the person was
'blown up'. A very loud
explosion accompanied the blast
and smoke of a bomb. On one
day he blew up 120 people.
Some became addicted to it,
returning several times . The
work was entitled God's slap on
the back.
Zegveld, however, is not a
man for self-congratulation.
Unwilling to reperform a piece
for the two years he calculates it
would take to establish a
significant audience in his native
Holland, he is prolific, making
about four pieces a year.
His third this year is entitled
Situaties (Situations). Like much
of his work this is a melodrama,
one 'in which simplicity and
sentiment becomes chaos and
sensation.' In it we witness a
sinister and stylish fairy -talc of
personal memory and fantasy
about the power relations in
Zcgvcld's childhood. Reminiscent
of Hansel and Gretel, with
discreet references to Duchamp

and Massaccio, Situaties is a fine
example of a multi-media, multidiscipline work which allows us
all to 'step outside the frame' .
Influenced by Wagner, Zegveld's
productions are bombastic, yet
there is also a subtle and refined
attention to the smallest detail
which can shift the perception of
the audience from mere
amusement to dark wonderment.
He is a manipulator, benign in
real life, yet disquietingly
ferocious in his latest role.
Whenever he plays the witch/
shaman/father and controls the
children figures, he is delighted
but still surprised at his own
power. At one point he dictates
the children's recitation by
projecting letter-forms from a
series of powerful torches . Their
chanting becomes P-A, P-A,
P-A, P-A. When 'Ma-ma' is
invoked his rage has him
threatening to incinerate the girl.
Carrying her like a demented
ballerina towards the ever fiercer

flames, he is easily distracted by
the flickering black-and-white
home movies of, in fact,
Zegveld's own 1950s childhood.
The piece achieves a delicate
balance between many disparate
means of telling . By keeping all
but two key, chilling, line~ in the
original Dutch ('Only that that
burns, lives' and 'Energy-sucking
women'), Zegveld has further
abstracted, for his too small
British audience, a work that is
clear yet open to a myriad of
interpretations - a richness of
response which Zegveld
promotes by the multi-layering
of messages and ironies, always
giving his audience time and
space to appreciate them witho ut
slackening the pace.
Although undeniably
theatrical, Situaties reveals the
conception of a visua l artist. It
originated in the small figurative
drawings in which, each day, he
depicts the situations which he
perceives. The set is of starkly
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monochromatic cut-outs. Within
it Zegveld's framed effects
become more than tricks: when
the moon plummets and shatters,
it is more than a plate that cracks
up; and when a chair responds
sonorously when moved by the
Boy but not by the Man, it is
more than the child's winding up
of the adult - it is an expression
of the directness of relationship
with the world and its objects
that is lost with growing up .
Situaties was a mere three weeks
in the rehearsing, demonstrating
Zegveld's excellence as a director.
He performs with Beatrice van
der Poe! and Freddie Beckmans,
also both visual artists. All three
bring in extremely strong
performances and exhibit a
seamless teamwork: but the
difference between this and
'ac ting' in the theatrical sense is
immense.
In his next work, an 'opera',
Zegveld plans to tackle the theme
of the family again, but this time
laying more stress on its
members' relation to the outside
wo rld. I have no doubt that it
will be richly illuminating.

Anna Homier
The Queen of Ooga Booga
Recommended
Stockwell

Records,

Reviewed by David Hughes

Anna Homier got into her car
one day in L.A . and started
singing in a language she didn't

understand; but she was
convinced that it was, indeed, a
language. A primal languag e, th e
building blocks of all languages,
where all languages are one. At
about the same time she
submitted to the compulsion to
wear hollowed-out loaves of
bread over her head. She was
becoming Breadwoman, what
Homier describes as a kind of
Jungian archetype.
At Recommended Records,
Homier performed a number of
the songs which were created for
- and, one suspects, through the Breadwoman persona , but
without the aid of latex
prosthesis (when the bakery
stopped making loaves big
enough to fit over her head, she
had had a bread mask made). She
did , howeve r, work w ith a
numb er of props: a flashing red
heart (a child 's to y activated by
body heat and held in the palm )
and a giant wooden fork . There
is the distinct sense with Homier
that thin gs nev er remain stab le.
Breadwoman metamorphosed
into and out of existence, while
material from within that period
turns up on recordings, as songs

in her live performance and in
the installation Pharmacia
Poetica, an audio-v isua l work
with scu lptural and textual
ingredients.
Although Homier speaks of
her new ' langua ge', it is in
practice less the vehicle for
semantic communication than a
tonal palette which she uses for
its emotive and expressive
qualities. It has strong echoes of
American Indian languages in its
syllabic components, and her
songs in it have both a space-age,
Laurie Anderson kind of feel,
and a West Coast /] efferson
Airplane quality; and alth ough
she speaks of archetypes, her
totemic objects are from within
our own culture, so that she
fuses the primitive (not the
primal) and the modern.
Mainly her work seemed
sensual. The combing of her hair
with the fork, her 'lover', was
distinctly erotic, as her 'ha nd '
piece , in which, with her head
alone spotlighted, her face
emerged from caressing hand s.
She is an accomp lished
impro viser. Her surpri se guest at
Recommended was Dan Weaver,
who played a 'cello of his own
making which was effectively a
multi-instrum ent with percussive
augmentations. Homier
contributed voca l, visual and
instrumental improvisations.
They worked with tact and
sensitivity, allowing each other a
space rare within improvised
performance : knowing when to
give each other the floor and ,
cru cially, knowing when to stop.
The problem with work such
as thi s is the explanatory texts
which surround it. Casting it in
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mystical terms gives the rational
observer a problem. It smacks of
post-hippy hokum. But the fact
of the matter is that the work is
transportive, mesmerizing (as the
handbill rightly claimed), witty,
sexy and intelligent. It also has
the power to transform the
kitsch artifacts and consumerist
culture into something ethereal,
surreal and beautiful.

Barbara Bloom
The Reign of Narcissicism
Serpentine Gallery

Reviewed by Adrian Searle

Barbara Bloom's installation The
Reign of Narcissism calls to mind
one of those side rooms one
peers into and passes by on a wet
afternoon's ramble through a
country house; a minor detour
on a tourist's itinery - some
mildly interesting, faintly
eccentric eighteenth or early
nineteenth century collection
footnoted in Baedeker. Already
one smells the furniture wax,
senses the solitary guard
checking his watch, impatient for
the last visitor to depart.
Guidebook in hand - and
there is a guidebook, a thick
tome in German and English
with decorated endpapers - the
persevering visitor soon discovers
tl~at the first impression is a
deception. Sure, there arc the
usual museum cases, busts on
pedestals, chairs for looking at
but not for sitting on, but all at
once the installation, which
might have been especially

designed to instil boredom,
presents the viewer with the fact
that they have crawled into a
narcissist's vanity case.
Previously shown in New
York, Los Angeles, Stuttgart and
Zurich, The Reign of Narcissism
is more than an evocation of
cultural ennui . It is a travelling
mausoleum for an invented
figure, a fake museum dedicated
to obsessional self-regard.
Barbara Bloom's ostensible
persona is all pervasive; she is
both as seemingly real and as
ludicrous a fiction as Dynasty's
Alexis - though somewhat
better read. She is everywhere:
her etio lated features stare from
the bottom of porcelain teacups
and from cameo brooches
presented as cabinet-curios; her
silhouette adorns the upholstery
of a high-backed chair (her
dental X-ray, her racily graphic
signature and her astrology chart
appear on others); her classically
sculpted profile graces plaster

reliefs (as classical muse
measuring and painting her own
face) and portrait busts, both
complete and damaged; her
visage decorates the handmade
chocolates and champagne bottles
which can be bought - at a
price - from the gallery shop;
while her name is printed on the
tooled spines of a collection of
fake books - My Echo, my
Shadow and Me, Cut off your
nose to spite your face, Der
Doppelganger - and inscribed
on the Barbara Bloom
tombstones in the collection
(date of death - deferred).
But the impression that this is
only a marketing exercise,
ushering in Bloom-mania, is
misleading. Her self-celebration
plays on other late twentietn
century preoccupations too . .
.
quesnomng umqueness,
deconstructing mythologies of
'genius, counting out the debased
.coinage of great names,
·commemorations and -lauded
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individuals. She borrows, she
steals, she simulates and
appropriates: a welter of classical
allusion, academic reference, and
more than a hint of the
psychoanalytic hangs over the
work. Compulsive repetition,
prolixity and mimicry abound . A
picture of a parrot is mirrored by
a detail of the same picture on
the opposite wall - it echoes
and reflects itself, parrot-fashion.
The guidebook adumbrates the
installation at absurd length and
with obscurantist fervour: Ovid,
Plotinus and others on the
classical myth of Narcissus and
Echo; Walter Benjamin on
unpacking his library; a section
from Bruce Chatwyn's Utz and a
great chunk of Dorian Gray; and
other delights from Gombrich on
portraiture to Hegel on the
Greek profile and some botanical
texts on the taxonomy of
narcissi. The guidebook is as
much an illustration of the
collector's mania as it is a
meditation on it.
This magpie-horde of material
is cast about by Bloom as
scholarly Lady Bountiful.
Perhaps, like Freud, with his
collection of figurines, little
statues and deities, she is
assembling her own secret
audience . The question of The
Gaze, of primary and secondary
narcissisms, the 'mirror-stage'
and the position of the Feminine
Other spring to the reviewer's
mind: reach for Deleuze, quote
lrigary, re-open the Cabinet of
Doctor Lacan. It is a temptation
to be avoided. Like the V-Girls'
recent ICA performance The
Question of Manet's Olympia Posed and Skirted, Bloom's work

is engaged in a subtle seduction,
sending up and gratifying the
audience's expectations at the
same time. It is an appeal to
one 's own narc1ss1sm.

EDINBURGH
Bobby Baker

Drawing on a Mother 's
Experience
Richard Demarco Gallery

Reviewed by Griselda Pollock

It's always nice to be in on the
joke. Bobby Baker's performance
offers lots of opportunities . Her
domestic parody of action
painting does not so much
explode as crack along laugh
lines the inflated existential
anguish which Hans Namuth
consolidated in his famous
photographs of Jackson Pollock
at work in his East Hampton
studio back in 1950. Baker lays
out her white bed sheet (a double
sheet, bought, because of her
considerable experience as a
mother, in the sales) in place of
Pollock's unprimed ro lls of
cotton duck. But artists' studios
- and Pollock's was
paradigmatic - are messy, paintsplattered and begrimed places.
Bobby Baker's work place is
scrupulously clean. Her canvas /
sheet lies on a sensib ly provided
expanse of polythene sheeting
which catches all the stains and
drips and is neatly folded back
into the car rier bags at the end,
when the artist leaves her
performance space pristine,
leaving not a trace.

That's where her 'drawing' is
so different. The artist in his
studio performs the ritual act of
self-affirmation, leaving on as
well as all around the canvas the
physical signs of presence, the
traces in that assertive gesture.
Thes e are the gifts which attract
the money, carry the investment
of name, persona, art and value .
Domesticating that at once
private self and public
commodity does not produce
neat inversions or parallels.
Women's work leaves no traces
- the creation of life and its
daily sustenance are a perpetual
round of erased activities. They
are surely pretty messy with all
that sweat and blood, dribble,
food and shit. But the skilled
mother is one who makes all this
disappear. Like Baker during her
performance, all the mess is
tidied away and she has a damp
cloth always to hand. The signs
of art are a socially validated
form of dirt, mess, or symbolic
shit. The traces of motherhood
and childhood are taboo. The
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'ex perien ced moth er', th e key
figur e evo ked in Baker 's
mo no log ue, is the o ne w ho
know s how to clean up.
T here is th en some thi ng
profo undl y shoc kin g in w hat
Baker is do ing; using foo d , and
food sy m bo lic o f thi s domestic
matern al wo rk , to make art . Th e
t reacle docs look q uite like th e
ename l paint w hich Pollock used
in his drip pa intin gs. C reamed
eggs do add a bo ld to uch o f
co lour. And fr om a viewe r' s
distance, we can obli terate th e
abject side of th ese foo ds
splattered on th e sheet and ho ld
o nto the delicate and calculated
patt ern s as if th ey we re paint.
But at key po int s Baker rub s o ur
noses in it. She tr ead s on th e
blackcurr ant s and grind s th em
into th e yog hurt; she lies down
in th e mess to m ake a powe rful
image of imm o biliza tion in th e
mid st of thi s sanit y- thr eatenin g
chaos whi ch wo men are required
to nego ti ate and o rganize .
T his diso rd er of th e early
mome nt s, days, m o nth s and
yea rs of takin g car e o f child re n,
w hi ch is so disrupti ve of any
no rmal schedulin g or routin e,
and of simpl e thin gs like o ne 's
o wn meals, w hich mu st be
perpetu ally cleared up, leaves its
tr aces w ritt en in th e memory of
wo men . T hese exp eriences of
di sloca ti on and multipli city fo rm
the special psy ch o logical panern s
of o ur adult existen ce . femini st
arti sts have found thi s dilemm a
- publicl y accredited creativity
as o ne of th e boys , and femini stvalouri zed experi ences of an
oth erw ise invisible mat ern ity and
do mesticit y - a rich and
nece ssary resource for their

pr actice. Baker' s perfo rm ance
shares thi s dil emm a and offers a
powe rful and distur bing as we ll
as wry an d iro nic readin g of it.
Sensible adult peo ple have
babies but w ith th at birth
ad ulth oo d is mo rt gaged to th e
tota l dem and s of a tin y helpl ess
creatur e. It s abso lut e depe nd ency
invert s the im age we have of
large stron g mot hers and
pr otected in fant s. T he child
do min ates. It s feedin g, shittin g
and sleepin g co ntrol th e adult 's
tim e, need s, body . The sensible
thin g to do is give in and allow
yo ur self to sw im in thi s
co ntinuum of wo rk , love, mess,
dirt , muddle, rage and joy . But
w hat if yo u rem ember wh at it
was lik e to feel creative and
emp owe red throu gh th e wor k
yo u did befo re this catast ro ph e
abou t w hich yo u we re never
prop erly wa rn ed befell you?
Baker' s per fo rm ance is much
mo re th an a clever co mpilation
of J oyce Gr enfell vignett es stori es of a tro ubl ed moth er. It
reads as pa rt of a massive effo rt
to win co nt ro l, to create an
identit y amid st th ose
un con sidered dail y proce sses
which threat en enti rely to erod e
'yo u' and leave onl y 'mo th er' .
To make art , to perfo rm , to
speak as an adult wo man,
m akin g mea nin g, th ese
poss ibiliti es had been at risk thr eaten ed not ju st by being a
mother but by th e fact that, in
being requir ed to clean up th e
tr aces of moth er hoo d , th e
moth er becomes invisible too .
Th e tim es and pro cesses of
par enting fo r wo men and th e
times and proces ses for adult
work , being in the so cial w orld,

are in dir e contr adicti on .
Any arti st wh o comes to the
po int of m akin g wo rk abo ut
th eir experiences as a mo th er has
already lived th ro ugh th at
contr adiction and won thi s space
to be makin g th e art at some real
cost. With sup erb and subtl e
management of emotio ns, Baker
takes us back th ro ugh th e yea rs
she d id not make art , calling fo r
recog niti on of th ose sha red
luna cies w hich only hum our can
allow us to recall, and
moment arily haltin g th e laught er
w ith po ignant moment s of deep
path os . T hen she oblit erates th e
dr aw ing, cove rin g it w ith a deep
laye r of w hite flour. The painful
memories will not be left,
sanit ized by th eir aesth etic loo k,
assimil ated back to ·the,-act ion
paintin g th ey clever ly rese mbl e.
Th en co mes a shockin g fin al
image. Baker takes back all th ese
mem ories, still visible as mark s
so in sistin gly stainin g th e rever se
of her canvas/ she et, by ro!)ing it
aro und her and th en dancing to
N ina Simone's 'M y Baby Loves
Me' . Th e effect is profo undl y
ambi guous. W e have to see th e
mess, no lo nger clinicall y erased,
but all ove r her. Yet she dances
in a subdu ed celebr atio n. She is
not talkin g to us any mo re. H er
monolog ue having made us of ten
co mpli cit, her silence o r
hummin g fo rces us to
acknowled ge her particularlit y
and th e assertion of th e mother
and the arti st in o ne compl ex and
disturbin g figur e.
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GLASGOW
DVS

"if on ly ... "

Tra mway Theatr e
Reviewed by Lucy Nias

"if only ... " is not a piece about
ideas, but rather a portrayal of
feelings - of fear, hope,
wistfulness and longing. A less
than universal view of the painful
but frequently comic pattern of
human relations. Here there are
no secret desires, no hidden hurt,
no false modesty: every feeling is
on the surface. Each performer
fights for his/her own expression
- seeking attention while
denying opportunity to the
others in the cruellest, most
outrageously honest of ways . It
is at times only sheer physical
skill and timing which holds
together the exuberant
antagonism of each dancer's
isolation in a world of emotional
chance.
There is a god (or something
very much like one): a caring
watchful eye, a steering presence.
Yet from his perch, dangling on
the end of a rope high above the
stage, he is powerless to guide. A
picture of human perfection, he
sings with the voice of an angel
to the unhearing solitude of a
lonely builder of sand-castles.
Below him too, separated by a
vast theatrical darkness from the
castle-bui lder, a child bullies her
unco-operative playmate, feeling
nobody's presence but her own,
seeking no one's pleasure but her
own: desperate for attention, yet

ignorant of the castle-builder;
unaware of an auditorium full of
spectators; ob livious of the voice
above her, until it appears to
mock. She rejects the god-like
figure's invitation to see the
world from his stance, instead
swinging him wickedly in ever
increasing circles on his rope: he
cannot show her anything.
Into the middle of these
competitions of skill and cruel
rebuff descends a kamakaze on a
rope. He hurls himself with
terrifying force and intention
into mid-air, across the stage and
out towards the aud ience with
apparent abandon of his life, but
pushing before him in the thin
air an almost audib le cry 'Save
me!'
It works! The games end
abruptly and we all focus on
him. He has our undivided
attention, our desire to save him.
Another one of the dancers
craves such care, such power to
attract attention. Seeing it
achieved by self-destructive
tact ics, she too leaps and flings
herself into the space between

the kamakaze flier and his
catcher, but is allowed to fall to
the ground. Undaunted and
apparently unhurt, she tries again
and again, meeting the floor
unregarded each time with a
sickening th ud . Finally in rage
she crosses the stage, and with a
single violent sweep, destroys the
lonely castle bui lder's
encroaching fortifications. Hurt
for hurt.
Still the god-like figure looks
on: unmoved or impotent?
"if only . . . " is a wish, a need,
an attempt. The wish is for
power; the need for love; the
attempt to gain recognition and
find strength .
DVS's use of the currently
popular paradigm of children's
games is particularly sensitive
and is employed to great effect in
this raw and naive presentation
of human behaviour. Their
displays of skill and bravado,
their jealousies and
disappointments are an analogue
of the muted displays of similar
emotions we allow ourselves in
adulthood .
Is this then the solitude of our
existence? Do we meet, play,
compete and fight? Is there no
confluence of human desire in
the universality of our natures
which allows us, if only
occasionally, to move together
without passion or violence?
There is, of course, no answer
to the perennial question of the
human condition, but might we
not hope for a more deliberate
conclusion to the portrayal of the
powers unbridled earlier in the
piece? There is sadly no
choreographic reso lution to this
otherwise beautiful and superb ly
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witty piece. Lloyd Newson' s
sense of the dramatic stumbles
and falters. The sense of loss we
experience at the end is not
because we find no answer, nor
that there is in fact no end. We
sense a loss because there is no
expectation, no continuing
searc h, no echo of jarring
emotion: just a weak dwindling
of movement and light. The final
tableau is of two dancers, one
upright and moving slowly
towards the front of the stage,
the other crawling and sliding
along the floor, dragging at the
first one's legs, and hindering her
progress. The image is
reminiscent of the alchemical
symbol for unity and perfection ,
but the final feeling is more one
of absent-minded acquiescence in
the supposed necessity of an
ending .

MANCHESTER
Manchester Olympic Video
Exhibition (MOVE)
Cornerhouse
venues

and various

Reviewed by Sean Cubitt

Sport as subject matter for art
has thrown up some monsters.
Video is in a different position,
however. The tradition of
Olympic films, since Riefenstahl ,
of physical culture and film
genera lly, the tradition of sport
on TV and the sporting
iconographies for electronic
games: all offer immediate
reso urces. As docs the video
wall, itself an obligatory part of
the '80s sport spectacular.

Queueing for Granada Studio
Tours - one of the North
West's most popular paying
attractions - visitors had the
chance for several weeks to
watch a video wall showcasing
five video pieces associated with
Manchester's bid for the 1994
Olympics. More familiar as
devices for showcasing BNFL
than artists' concerns, the video
wall turns into a matchless fabric
for large scale video. Where the
video projector thins and
vapourizes the light from a tape,
a wall is still a light -so urce,
solidifying the images across and
between screens. Choreographing
across a twenty-four screen wall
is time-consuming and delicate:
the results, here, as entrancing
for casual visitors as for video
buffs .
Mike Jone s and Simon
Robertshow spin an acid-tinged
short, Faster Manchester: Seoul
to Salford, developing on the
theme of what happens during
the 9. 79 seco nds it takes to win a
1OOm dash through ecological
and electron ic th emes . The
electronic medium pulses the
electronic ima gery up to the
'surface' of th e tape, in a gest ur e
that keeps th e tape firmly within
Grcenberg's modernism, even
while it moves outwards from
the impasse of painting. Tina
Kcane's Olympic Diver is an
exquisite silent piece:
predominantly blue tones with
flashes of orange, orchestrating
the movements of women
swi mming and diving from
spo rts archives, Hollywood swim
spectaculars and a performanc e
piece set up by Keane in London
two years ago. For a male

viewer, the reworking of the
fetishized female bodies into a
feminine space is both
bewitching and disturbing, the
male gaze suddenly and radically
decentred. Again, this seems to
be a property of the video wall:
its refusal of Renaissance
perspective a preliminary to the
refusal of defining male
perspectives, even when the
archival sources deri ve from
them.
Susan Collins' and Julie
Myers' Going for Goldfish is a
fine piece of visual comedy built
aro und th e gaps between real
women, the aerobicized bodies
idealized for them, and the
Amazonian athletes of Greek
ceramics, with their phalluses
and Corinthian columns. The
rational form of the he alth y body
and the healthy mind succumbs
to irreverance, as the screens
present massed phalanxes of
golden carrots in livid Amigacolour.
Far more serio us , though
perhaps over-reliant on sound
given the screening
circumstances, is Keith Piper's
The Nation's Finest, a radical
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look at the racial stereotyping of
the Olympiad. Within the
'stadium or enclosure' it is
possible, briefly, to recognize the
black athlete as the representative
of the nation. Yet that brief
acknowledgement is hedged
around with other discourses: the
naturalness of the black athlete's
achievement, the d istance from
training, discipline, sacrifice,
obsession, ambition. The tape's
ironic voiceover is most
poignantly carried through the
visuals in the figure of Ben
Johnson: hero in the stadium,
disgraced once out in the normal
world.
In the storefront windows of
Kendall's department store on
Deansgate, you can often see
pictures hanging, advertising
prints or framing services . In one
window hangs a bold go lden
frame, ornate, roccoco. Insid e it,
a black woman's face looks out
at you as yo u glance in from the
street. Then blinks. This is
Marty St James and Anne
Wilson' s Runnin g Woman: A
Video-Portrait of Paula Dunn . In
all the splendour of spo rt, the
personal comes through again,
this slightly embarrassed look as
the head turns to one side, th en
the other, whi le within the
profile or the forehe ad roll
images of the purpo se that has
brought her this fam e : to run.
Only the frame gives it away: the
purpose of the portrait is to
capture, to frame for possession.
Dunn is still runnin g. The
contrad iction doesn't fail to
harne ss the passer s-by.
Showree ls of the wor ks were
on show at Cornerhouse, coorganizers with Film and Video

Umbrella, and at a city-centre
HMV store. Among the artists,
St James and Wilson and Keane,
the most experienced in public
commissions, forwent sound.
Goldfish makes it as pure visuals,
despite the added humour of the
soundtrack, Jones and
Robertshaw make it. But Piper's
piece, in many ways the most
powerful of them all, is
weakened by its reliance on the
voice-over for an actor to the
images, which otherwise wrestle
with the theme of circumscribed
freedoms and dignities, but
cannot carry so precis e an
ana lys is alone. On the other
hand, perhaps we shou ld begin
to move towards a public art that
recognizes the publ ic' s ability to
listen?

Illustration: Marty St James and
Anne Wilson

NEWCASTLE
Ward
St Nicho las Psychiatric
Hospital

Alexa Wright chose to work in
what was formerl y the dining
area. The Table of the
Immovabl e Feast constellated
ideas about eat ing, desire, decay
and language. A large spotlit
table bedecked with rotting food
and crockery appeared to have
lurched violently to one side of
the space . Lengths of sound tape
literal ly linked the table to
photographic images of mouth s
on the surrounding walls, blownup images of hair filled high
windows on two sides, while
small green strip lights
illuminated the main windows.
Taped am bient sounds of peop le
eating and talking permeated the
space, as did the nauseating smell
of rotting food, communicating a
sense of th e decay of language
itself, and suggested a ps yc hosocial break-down.
Pat Naldi created an altogether
different, sparse and cerebral
mood in her area. Three beds
from the ward, each with a
white -paint ed corrugated stee l
base, were fused into one
triptych-like form. The centr al
bed was illuminated by an

Revie wed by Nick Stewart

To prevent damage by vandals
the ho sp ital authoritie s had
boarded up all the windows of
Ward 1 in an empty almost
derelict part of the building, thus
amp lifying an already int ense
atmo sp here. Pat Naldi, Annalisa
Smith, Lous e Wilson and A lexa
Wright simpl y divided th e space
into four and each worked with
the conditions and histo ry of the
site as the y perceived them.
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anglepoise lamp clamped at its
head, the ensemble being jacked
up and tilted to an angle of 30
degrees to face the viewer. A
sma ll rectangular mirror, lit from
above, hung on the wall
opposite. The understated
symbolism was a sublimated
crucifixion, or, more accurate ly,
a scene of torture or
interrogation, with the mirror
casting the viewer in the alarming
role of passive voyeur, implying
that we are all to a greater or
lesser degree responsible for this
institutionalized half-life existing
on the periphery of our soc iet y.
Annalisa Smith' s work also
centred around three beds; but
these represented individuation,
the coming into being of
integrated personalities. The
fragility and vulnerability of
materials lik e hon ey, feathers,
flower s, light and molded wax
was juxtaposed with symbols of
controlling drug chemistry bell jars and labo ratory
equipment - which formed a
barr ier aro und th e bed s. The
work was given an elegiac twist
by the inclusion of a slide
projection, into a large halfempty fish tank , of th e names of
people who had lived in the
surround ing wa rd s.
Two sma ll roo ms were used
by Lou ise Wilson to create a
disturbing dislocation of int er ior
and exterior wo rld s. In one room
salt covered the floor to a depth
of seve ral inches and caked the
lowe r reaches of the wa lls.
Amber-pink light filtered down
from a small bulb high in the
ceiling, while on the door a small
brass plaque offe red the word
SALT. A blue substance

apparently seeping under one
wall led the viewer to the second
space where th e copper sulphate
exte nd ed over two thirds of the
floor, seemingly emanating from
a gap in the back wall of the
space where some boards had
been loosened. Small light s under
a slightly raised glass floor
bathed the space in an artificial
glow. On the ledge of the
window in the door, a small
brass plaque read LAKE, lending
the room a tantalizing
perspective and presenting
im aginative transformation as the
only po ssible strategy in
circumstances of such extreme
institutionalization.

OXFORD

Marina Abramovic
Boat Emptying Entering

Stream

MOMA
Rev iewed by Katy Sender

Marina Abramovic's work has
always been concerned with

shifts in spiritual and physical
perceptions, risky and
uncompromising. Physical and
emotional limit s are again
exte nded and te sted in her new
solo performance, Boat Emptying
- Stream Entering .
In a circle of spo tlit ice blocks,
elegantly power dressed in an
executiv e black suit, stock ings,
black heels and hat, she sat
utterly motionless. Around her
torso coiled three five foot
pythons and two more made a
Medusa toque on top of the hat.
Her meditative concentrat ion of
energy elicit ed a reverential
silence from th e audience as they
entered the gallery and collected
in a semicircle in front of the ice
circle. Slowly as the lights
dimmed , the snakes b.egan to
move. A he ad or a tail wou ld
appear at odd ang les and vanish;
one snake coiled itself around her
arm and sniffed a finger; another
disappeared from view ; a third
crossed her body as if looking
for an opening in her jacket .
Abramovic remained still and
exp ressionle ss as though in an
hypnotic state. She was freed of
her headdress of snakes when
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their movement caused her hat to
topple. As they fell to the floo r
her hair flowed onto her
shou lders ; but her pose remained
rigid . Initially stunned, the two
snakes on the floor began an
exploration of their
surroundings. We had been
assured that the ice blocks would
keep the snakes within the circle
but one of them edged through a
gap in the blocks and made its
way towards the fire exit.
An anxious frisson rippled
through the ever-darkening room
to be replaced by relieved
relaxation as the snak e minder
caught the escapee and returned
it to its basket . In the semi-lit
gallery, tears ran down Marina
Abramo vic's face: brought on by
the lights , the effort of ph ys ical
endurance?
If the black suit and white ice,
the stillness of Marina and th e
insistent slow movement of the
snakes were visually stunning
and emotionally moving, the
vuln erab ility that is part of this
performance is not some thing
picturesque. There is real danger
invo lved, and the hearsay from
another performance is that the
minder had to release a snake
from coiling round her neck
before the audience entered .

reservoir of a Parisian hospital as
his starting-point, Miguel
Chevalier recreated what is most
natural and familiar, the human
body, in its most artificial form
- computerized images. Firmly
believing that the micro -chip is
amongst the most important
ingredients of our late twentieth
century society, Chevalier
explores the double -take of
expressing corporality through
decomposed, immaterial images.
With an increasing amount of
rich visual material pouring out
of sophisticated hospital
machinery, the project was
begun using the hospital
laboratories. Images which are
usually relegated to patients'
archives or even destroyed thu s
take on a new lease of life. Aft er
being recycled in Chevalier's
computer and under going
numeric and colour treatment,
scanner images, echographs and
thermograph s reemerge as
chimerical visions. Their normal
diagnostic function is inverted
and they are proposed as
allegor ies of the human body.

And yet they actually exist , these
invisible components of our
bodies. It is our own perception
which fails to sec them .
Polychromatic, dislocated,
decomposed, codified,
superimposed: we have gone a
long way from the Renaissance
approach to the human body
when Leonardo Da Vinci, for
example, explor ed its purely
anatomical mechanism in his
intricate examinations of
muscular and osseous systems. In
Chevalier's images, the eye of th e
camera, or of optic fibres, has
penetrated the outer skin to
reach the invisible. At their most
extreme we see images of the
brain, touching on thought and
therefore pure abstraction.
By choosing to use a 60 metre
deep we ll as a framework, he
was hardly shy of symb ols.
Looking into its watery depths it
seems bottomle ss, the mutant
and open-ended wo rld of
research or electro nic pro gress. A
rapidly changing ser ies of images
is projected from above, down
onto a synthet ic screen fixed just

PARIS
Miguel Chevalier
Anthropometrie
Hopital de Kremlin -Bicetre

Reviewed by Fiona Dunlop
Taking the eighteenth century
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above the water level and
accompanied by electronic music
specially composed by Fred
Wallich and Thierry David.
Spectators gazing bottomwards
were aided by sets of binoculars
fixed to the rim and so providing
a choice of vision, macro or
micro, and the illusion of
stereoscopic 3D. Simulation is
complete.
Adjoining the well is a vaulted
stone hall, three enlarged images
of vinyl and synthetic felt were
hung while six projectors cast
further images onto archways
and the ceiling. Again bowing to
technicity these were not slides,
which would have burnt out, but
stencils cut into steel.
With every project he
undertakes, whether intervening
on the TV screens of Montreal
Airport, or creating a series
based on the numeric screens of
the Stock Exchange, Chevalier is
intent on drawing parallels and
proving that the computer
systems which have infiltrated
our lives can be stretched even
further. As he points out, the
development of viruses in a
man's body detected by a
scanner is echoed in our
computers - the notorious
'bug'. By his manipulation of
these images Chevalier stresses
the duality of their effect : both
fascination and anxiety are
present. At the same time he is
challenging both the chip and
man .

SALZBURG

Marie-Jo Lafontaine
Pandora's Box
Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac

Reviewed by Otto Neumaier
Marie -] o Lafontaine presented
two contiguous and
complementary facets of her
work in Salzburg this summer.
Whilst her new video sculpture,
Passio, was at the Kunstverein,
the Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac
was showing her new cycle of
monochrome paintings combined
with photographs.
The title 'Pandora's Box' refers
both to the entire seven-work
cycle and to one individual's
work. Taking 'Pandora' (she who
has all gifts) as her cue,
Lafontaine addresses a variety of
indivisible aspects of human
existence: enticement, radiating
from Pandora (a woman
endowed with powers of
seduction by all the gods) and
her doom -bringing vessel; the

hope which endures in it; the
pain that emanates from the
'things of life'; and not least the
fate of Pandora as w oman enticing by virtue of her natural
gifts, she becomes the victim of
those she has led astray as they
turn away in disappointment or
horror from the 'Other', which
reveals itself behind the allure of
beauty . Hence the title work
shows a woman's lap in which a
man's head is lying (or a man
laying his head in a woman's
lap). Whilst Lafontaine usually
prefers to 'sky' her pictures, so
that one must look up at them,
this picture is hung relatively low
(doubtless also making a virtue
of the low-ceilinged rooms): the
viewer looks down on the lap, in
which the man seeks his
fulfilment (and thus completes /
brings to an end the
relationship). The large
photograph, flanked by black
monochromes, looks like a
window, whose se_ductively
opened shutters could swing
closed at any moment, so that
the viewer - if he is to sustain
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his sense of participation in the
picture - must give up the
perspective of voyeur and
substitute himself in the picture.
The Pandora motif is pursued
in the other works (which form
two triptychs) where it finds its
reflection in the life of Nature as
a whole: Pandora's Box is
surrounded by pictures of red
roses (with large red
monochrome panels and narrow
black lateral sections),
Lafontaine's first paintings with
colour photographs. Even the
beauty of these roses is
seductive; but at the same time it
warns of transience, for the roses
are, as underlined by the title, 'a
fleur du ma!' - on the edge of
disease , at the transition between
full bloom and the first signs of
wilting. This is evident in the
fact that the red of the blooms
and the black of their shadow
hold each other in equilibrium.
The second triptych is divided
between two other rooms. The
photographic motif of th ese
works with the title 'What is to
happen is already accomplished'
are clouds in phases of transition:
they could just as easily allow
the sun to break through as veil
themselves definitively in black.
Like the Pandora's Box, these
photographs are black and white
and acco mpanied by black
monochromes. Both groups of
works hang relatively low, such
that the viewer recognises himself
in the ro ses and the extreme
moods of the clouds, fusing the
cycle into a symphonic unity .

Translated by Kate Winskell

Books

Henry M. Sayre
The Object of Performance:
The American Avant-Garde
since 1970
University of Chicago Press,
£31.25

Reviewed by David Hughes

The account which Gray Watson
(Performance 61) gave of Sayre's
view of the centrality of the
notion of performance within the
avant-garde since 1970, is full
enough to enable me to move to
the periphery of The Object of
Performance.
Most readily the book begs
comparison with Roselee
Goldber g's Performance: Live
Art 1909 to the Present, and it
should, in my opinion, take its
place firmly alongside that work,
possibly supplanting it in certain
respects . Goldberg's Performance
provided an ostensive definition
of th e field (until then poorl y
defined) by documenting
uncritically, from the perspective
of an art historian, the
antecedents of the great spread of
phenomena which we now take
to constitute that expanse of
overlapping groups, link ed by
family resemblances, which is
performance or performance art.
Much of what Sayre documents
overlaps with Goldberg, but
what distinguishes The Object of
Performance is th e conceptual
and criticial perspectives which
inform and underpin it. Sayre
writes from within a post-
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Books

modern/post-structuralist
'sensibility', and his vocabulary
is full of Derridean tags. The
chapter on dance, for example, is
titled 'Tracing Dance'. He brings
one extremely valuable term
from that repository which
provides us with a productive
key to critical appraisal and
direct experience of performance
work, 'undecidable'. He writes:
'the art of the avant-garde is
always in process ...
purposefully undecidable. Its
meanings are explosive,
ricocheting and fragmenting
throughout its audience . The
work becomes a situation, full of
suggestive potentialities, rather
than a self-contained whole,
determined and final.'
Two effects of Sayre's more
literary approach is that he gives
a great deal of space to
developments in oral poetry,
what he describes as 'any poet[ry
which] can be placed in the
Williams/Olson tradition which
conceives of the poem as a "field
· of action".' It has always been
my contention that the presence
of Charles Olson and M.C.
Richards as performing poets at
John Cage's 1952 Black
Mountain event, has been grossly
overlooked. Sayre refers to
Olson's seminal text 'Projective
Verse' and links it to Pollock's
remark on being 'in the
painting'. He brings out the
emphasis on the act of making
rai:her than the thing made, the
doing rather than the done process .
As a 'postmodern cultural
critic' Sayre broadens the scope
of Goldberg's Performance in the
crucial respect of acknowledging

journals provide such material; it
cannot contain itself within the
chronological bracket it sets itself
('since 1970'); and the poststruct uralist material is gestured
towards with less than acceptable
rigour. But it is a visionary work
which, like Olson's 'Projective
Verse', opens the field, a set of
inspiring notes towards a
profitable definition of the avantgarde, and a critical vocabu lary
which is able, at last, to address
performance on its own terms.

that work which, rather than
starting from 'art' and extending
into showbiz, operates in the
opposite direction, David
Byrne's output, for example .
Perhaps the most important
departure for Sayre is to be
found in his final chapter,
'Critical Performance'. Here he
appoints the critic as a
participant within the field of
performance, and whilst his
actual account of Barthes' work
seems to have been loaded in
from a quite separate academic
project - it doesn't exactly
fulful its promise within the
book's context - it does open
the possibility of the critical
activity as another level of
making in its own right.
There are criticisms which
could be levelled at the book.
Foremost, perhaps, is its price. I
look forward to a paperback very
soon. Also, it is overly
descriptive - Goldberg's
Performance and a number of

John Hodgson and Valerie
Preston Dunlop
Rudolph Laban: An
Introduction to his Work and
Influence
Northcote House, £12.95

Reviewed by Sarah Rubidge

This book offers itself as an
introduction to Laban and his
work which it hopes will lead to
a 'gen uine understanding and
perspective for application of his
ideas in dancing and every other
art of moving and being today'
(Preface). In has two sections,
the first outlining the
development of Laban's work in
dance, the second a rigorously
researched reference file detailing
information about Laban which
has never before been published
in one place.
Laban's life abounds with
myths, or at least colourful
stories. His legendary attraction
to women, his summer courses
in Switzerland, his flight from
Nazi Germany. The first section
of this book doesn't quite avoid
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the trap they offer, with spurious
mention of his success with
women, and perhaps a too
uncritical enumeration of his
ideas for a book published in
1990. 52 pages long, and
separated into numerous subsections - the man; his ideas on
movement; his approach to
training the dancer; his concept
of Choreology; his fight for the
status of dance; his visions of
education and of community
dance, to mention but a few - it
fairly gallops along the surface of
Laban's life and times . The latter
is unfortunately paid scant
attention resulting in the sense of
a life lacking in historical, social
or political context and a system
of movement study which has
been formulated in isolation from
the intellectual developments
which were taking place all
around him . Nevertheless it does
highlight the vivacity of Laban's
mind - his extraordinary
capacity to think laterally, to
initiate whole new areas of study
and to devise a multitude of
ways of describin g the
phenomenon of movement. Here
we have the spirit of the man, a
tireless pioneer, who leaves the
somewhat less invigorating job of
consolidating and developing his
ideas to his faithful followers.
Unfortunately this section is
not entirely satisfying even as an
introduction: one feels that, with
more rigour and detail, a more
balanced picture of Laban and
some backing for the claim that
'[he] is arguably the most
influential figure in dance in the
20th century' (Preface) might
have been achieved.

Indeed, it is in the major part
of the book, the Reference File,
that its main value lies. A
meticulous collection of carefully
gathered facts on Laban's life, it
comprises: a biography; a list of
all his dance works; two separate
bibliographies, one of his own
writings, one on writings about
him; a list of archive collections;
and a list of individuals
mentioned by Laban in his texts,
and their relationship to him and
his work. There are even lists of
movement choirs and their
leader s, of local gro ups affiliated
to the Laban Art of Movement
Guild and, still more arcane, of
the founder members of support
groups for his newly formulated
notation system in Germany.
The final chapter moves into
other realms, and brings us back

to the man. The re-prints of
Laban's drawings give us an
insight into the racier side of his
character as well as graphic
evidence of the mathematical
rigour he could apply to the
development of his ideas.
Interesting though this is,
ultimately the book does not
meet its claim to set Laban's
work in perspective; and it fails
to give a sound case for the
'profound influence' he is
supposed to have had on dance
in this century. Nevertheles s the
second section is an immensely
valuable library resource, and th e
book wi ll consequently be of use
not only to the general student
of Laban, but also to the serious
researcher.
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Cambridge

Darkroom
and Kettle's
1990 Open Exhibition

10 NOV-6

Yard

JAN

Weekend
of performance,
film,
dance
di s cuss i c n : Sat & Sun 1 /2 Dec .
Inc l us i v e t i ck et £ 1 5 /£ 1 2 .
Bookings:
0223 350725.

and

SPECIALIST
DANCESTUDIES

SIGNS OF
THE TIMES

MAIN DANCE
STUDIES Taught full-time or part-time
MADANCE
/ MOVEMENT
THERAPY Two year full-time and three or
four year part-time.

•Wffil-j/j•h~••
fµif andpart-time research degrees
SPECIALISTONEYEARCOURSE

Designed to meetyour indMdual
needs. Choose from a wide range

.of courses ro
Also available :

Threeyearvocationaldancetrainin&
JuniorYearAbroadprogramme
AnnualSummer.Scllaol(July)

SPONSORED

BY

L7~
CJ!

\

D~=====;
D

Q';::\'---=-=
_=_
-=:I

~"=7

CENTRAL
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION

pie
SAMUELSON
COMMUNICATIONS
LTD

London SE14 6NH

LABAN CENTRE
FOR MOVEMENTAND DANCE

A DECADEOF TIMEBASEDWORK IN
BRITAININ THE
80sAND 90s ·
PART1 OCT 7-NOV 4 1990
Rose Finn-Kelcey
Judith Goddard
Susan Hiller
Tina Keane
Tamara Krikorian
Jeremy Welsh
PART 2 NOV 11-DEC 9 l 990
Roberta Graham
David Hall
Stuart Marshall
Jayne Parker
Holly Warburton
Chris Welsby
Anthony Wilson
Cerith Wyn-Evans
THE MUSEUM OF
MODERN ART OXFORD
30 Pembroke Street, Oxford
OXl l BT.Tel: 0865 722733
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International Festivals and Art Gatherings

1990
September

October

November

24 Sep-3 Nov

Swansea Festival of Music and the Arts
Swansea, Wales
tel 0792-302 130

Sep-Oct

TWSA Four Cities Project
Derry, Newcastle, Glasgow, Plymouth
tel 071-734 2596 or 081-981 6811

Oct -Dec

Octobre des Arts
Lyons, France
tel (33) 78-30 50 66

10-14 Oct

National Review of Live Art
Glasgow
tel 041-332 7521

18-22 Oct

Lineart
Ghent, Belgium

23-27 Oct

Viper '90
experimental film and video festival
Lucerne, Switzerland
tel (41) 41-517 407

25 Oct-1 Nov

FIAC International Contemporary Art Fair
Paris, France
tel (33) 1-45 62 84 58

2 O ct-JO Nov

Dance Umbrella
Newcastle upon· Tyne, England
tel 081-741 4040

5-17 Nov

Sigma 26
contemporary performing, cinematic and plastic arts festival
Bord eaux, France
tel (33) 56-50 39 85

12-17 Nov

International Symposium for Electronic Art (SISEA)
Groningen, Netherlands
tel (31) 50- 138 160 and (31) 50- 138 343

15-20 Nov

Cologne Art Fair
Cologne, Germany
tel (49) 221-237 295
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December

15-21 Nov

4th International Classical and Contemporary
Dance Competitions
Pari s, France
tel (33) 1-45 22 28 78

17-24 Nov

Audio Visueel Experimenteel Festival
Arnhem, Netherlands
tel (31) 84-420 571 and (31) 85-511 300

4-17 Dec

Latin American Film Festival
Havana, Cuba
tel c/o Cuban Embassy Information

Office 071-240 2488

6-11 D ec

Art Hamburg
Hamburg, Germany

11-17 Dec

Mevlana Festival of Mystical Dance
Konya, Turkey
tel c/o Turkish Bureau of Culture and Tourism 071-734 8681/2

1991
February

7th Indian Triennale
New Delhi, India
tel c/o British Co un cil (Anne Eliot)
07 1-389 3030

March

Art Frankfurt 1991
Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany
tel (49) 69-440 226

April

Inter1a tional Festival of Modern Dance and Movement
Utrecht, Netherlands
tel (31) 30-332 032

May

London International Opera Festival
London, Eng land
tel 071-359 9926

In the_ case of t~lephone numbers out side the United Kingdom, the Country Code is included, in brackets.
If dialling from the UK, just put 010 first.
In the case of telephone numbers in the Unit ed Kingdom, the code from other parts of the UK is included .
If dialling from outside the UK, om it the initial O and put 44 instead.
All information is subject to change closer to the date .
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WHITE LIGHT
57 Filmer Road · London SW6
Tel: 071-731 3291
Telex: 295811

THEATRE
LIGHTING
HIREAND SALES
Our prices ore competitive
please ring for price listor quote

-----

NORTHERN BRANCH ----SAW HILLFARM
TRIANGLE
NR. HALIFAX
WESTYORKSHIRE TEL HALIFAX (0422) 822016

Arts Council

VISUAL ARTS GRANTS
1 April 1991 - 31 March 1992
Exhibitions

and Events

2 Live Art Commissions
3 Visual Arts Publications
4 National

Conferences
5 Policy Research and Pilot Projects
6 Photography
Publications

Deadline for receipt of applications under l-5
is Monday 3 December 1990 and for number
6 is Friday 15 March 1991.
For further information contact the Visual
Arts Department, Arts Council of Great Britain , 14 Great Peter Street, London SWIP
3NQ , Tel. 071 333 0100, Fax 071 973 6590.
The Arts Council welcom es
applications from all secti o ns
o f th e community reg ardl ess of
rac e , ge nder. sexual orienta tion. age or disability.

On Saturday 27 October 1990
at Nottingham Playhouse

NEILBARTLETT
delivered

The Inaugural Steve Rogers
Memorial Lecture
entitled
11

GETTING UP IN
THE DARK"

40 minute VHS video ava ilable £15.00 (incl. p&p and
VAT ), cheques made payable to : The Stev e Rogers
Memorial Fund and sent to :
Barry Smith, Coordin ato r, Steve Rogers Memori al
Fund , Creative Arts , Nott ingh am Po lyt echn ic, Notting ham NG1 4BU.
Enquiries regarding the Memori al Fund and forth coming lectures are also welcomed .
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